
Freehand Freedom

#RioJeweler800.545.6566riogrande.com

“The PMC3™ Silver Clay Slip 
Syringe is the only product that 
lets me squeeze out fine silver 
clay just like cake piping—
perfect for wire decorations, 
ornamental elements and 
edges on pieces. I’ve used it 
to write someone’s name and 
draw beautiful cursive letters. 
And when it comes to repairs 
and building up shapes, it’s 
so easy to join metal clay 
pieces together with this thick, 
workable paste. PMC3 Silver 
Clay Slip Syringe gives me the 
confidence and control to do my 
best freehand decorative work!”
—Thomas Flores, PMC 
instructor and Rio Grande 
Jewelry Tech Team member
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Tools & Findings You Will Love

 Workbenches Pepe Rolling Mills Genuine Swiss Made Files & Gravers 
                   013.001 

Swiss Torch with Hoke Head

114.111

Meco Midget 

Torch 

114.160
Smith Little Torch 

114.004

 Pepe Disc Cutter Durston Rolling Mills Torches & Soldering Kits Green Lion Saw Frame 
                   125.140 128.118N  149.695 
  150mm Combo

 Metals Findings

Shop Online & Save
800.772.3456

510.832.0355

OttoFrei.com

save 5%
Right Now 

Use Online Coupon Code

Expires 3/31/2020

NWET

90 to 160mm



• Butane Micro Torch

• Prip’s Flux & Dispenser

• Electric Pickle Pot & Sparex

• Soldering Tools

456-145

Butane Torch Soldering Kit

$79.50

• UPS shippable

• Solid wood construction

• Sweeps drawer, tool shelf, arm 
rests, & storage drawers

110-234

Jeweler’s Bench

$285.00

800-343-3364  |  401-305-3000  |  contenti.com
515 Narragansett Park Drive, Pawtucket, RI 02861 USA

Every Tool You Need To Work In Metal

Oval bracelet mandrel, round 
ring mandrel, bench pin, & holder 
with integrated anvil

110-249 $55.50

Bench Pin, Anvil, & 
Mandrel Holder Set

• 1/8 HP motor (22,000 rpm)

• No. 30 style handpiece

• Reinforced shaft & sheath

236-971

Economy Flex Shaft

$59.00

• Redesigned for more power

• 7 piston/die sets

• Aluminum stand

390-715

Pepetools Super Ring Bender

$193.90

• 10 steel cutters (1/8 to 1-1/4") 

• Nylon center positioning dies

• Wood stand & urethane pad

190-005

Disc Cutter & Die Set

$128.50

• Two sets of rolls: flat and 
grooved (for wire making)

• 76 mm wide hardened rolls

• 4:1 gear reduction

190-891

Economy Rolling Mill

$289.90
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My Turn
From the Editor

“IN INDUSTRY FACEBOOK POSTS, jewel-
ers say they fear consumers will get confused 
between manmade gems and real,” reports Betsy 
Lehndorff in a short piece about her interest in 
some manmade emerald rough. Seems to me if 
they’d stop suggesting that real is the opposite 
of manmade, we’d have much less confusion all 
around.
If you see it, hold it, plop it in a setting . . . it’s 

real, all right, it’s not a figment of anyone’s imagi-
nation or a hologram, now is it? It’s not a fake, either, unless someone 
is trying to pass it off as something, anything, that it isn’t — which 
would also apply for anything else on earth. It’s not a rip-off unless 
someone is charging a predatorily exorbitant price for it — ditto. 
More than that, a manmade emerald, for example, meets the criteria 

of emerald the substance. These include its basic chemical composi-
tion, structure, and the physical and optical properties that result, 
such as hardness, color, dispersion, durability . . . the things that make 
a gem a gem. A manmade emerald is just that: an emerald that is 
manmade. (Another term often used is synthetic, accurate here in its 
stricter sense of manmade but not in the more commonly used and 
pejorative sense of ersatz, concocted and of lesser quality.)
A manmade gem does differ from a natural one — in how it came to 

be. Rather than an accident of Nature, a manmade gem is a deliber-
ate product of human beings, usually some very smart and patient 
ones who’ve figured out how to synthesize it. Its laboratory origins 
generally make a manmade gem less rare than a natural one, and 
as rarity or scarcity pushes costs up, manmade gems should be less 
expensive than their natural counterparts (if such exist). But the con-
trolled environment of a lab can also turn out gem rough that is more 
pure, less flawed, or otherwise generally considered more valuable. 
Buyers of any gem in any situation should be concerned about pay-

ing a fair price and getting what they pay for. But as with color, size, 
clarity, and the like, so, too, with origin. Beauty is in the mind as well 
as the eye of the beholder, and what appeals to one person may not 
be so important to another, or even to the same person in another 
instance. Manmade or natural is one choice among many, and choice 
is a wonderful thing — as long as you understand what the choices 
really are.

P.S. More about those manmade emeralds in Betsy’s feature 
“Roughing It in the Lab,” page 86. And definitely check out what she 
did with the emerald she bought in her “Manmade / Handmade” Art 
Deco–inspired necklace project, page 88.
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reader comments & sketches
Your Turn

Betsy Lehndorff ’s 
Necklace in 
“Manmade / 
Handmade”

Roger Halas’s 
Earrings in “Adorn 
Your Inner Pirate”

Jeff  Fulkerson’s 
Pendant in “Circle 
of Life”

Riff  on the design of any of these or 
other pieces within this issue, using a 
design feature such as color, texture, 
form, value, line, space, repetition, 
balance, contrast, unity, or variety for 
your sketch. Please indicate which piece 
your entry is based on.

Design Challenges
Your Design Riffs  Designs based on projects and 
jewelry shown in previous issues of Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist.

Next Time

WRITE TO US ANYTIME:
What do you think about what you’ve 
seen and read in Lapidary Journal 
Jewelry Artist? SEND SKETCHES & 
LETTERS for possible print or online 
publication to: Karla.Rosenbusch@
fwmedia.com. Please include your 
name, city, and state, and indicate 
“Your Turn” on the subject line.

Your Settings

DEADLINES: OCTOBER 31, 2019
Email digital scans at 300 DPI or send 
photocopies of no more than three 
sketches per challenge, indicating the 
design factor that is your starting point. 
Sketches will not be returned.

Sketch a 
setting for this 
labradorite 
cabochon. From 
Smokin’ Stones, 
page 36.

Based on Curtis Bohn’s 
“Twisted” Foldformed 

Sculpture in  “They Won,” 
May/June 2019Victor Gartner

Port Charlotte, Florida

Based on Karen J. 
Lauseng’s “Cool Links” 

Bracelet, March/April 2019

Pat Riddick
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

For a 2.8ct antique cushion cut 
peridot, cut by Jim Perkins, 

March/April 2019

For a Texas Star cut topaz, cut 
by Jim Perkins, May/June 2019

LRY ARTIST

Merle Summers
Missoula, Montana

Shevvy Baker
Louisville, Kentucky

Evelyn DeLaPaz
Globe, Arizona



The program covers:

•  Fundamental design concepts

• Digital hand-rendering using Sketchbook software

•  How to create, render and prototype designs using Rhinoceros and ZBrush 
CAD software, and CAM hardware like a 3D printer

•  CAD model engineering concepts to make durable and comfortable pieces 
that are long lasting

Offered at GIA campuses in Carlsbad, CA and New York.

Learn more and enroll at GIA.edu/JDT

The Future of Jewelry Design
The GIA Jewelry Design & Technology Diploma Program 
teaches you the essential skills needed to become a 
jewelry designer or CAD technician. 

©GIA 2019. GIA® and Gemological Institute of America® are registered trademarks of Gemological Institute of America, Inc.



Betsy Lehndorff’s
Gems at Your Feet Pendant
Gravel, sterling silver, freshwater pearl
è “ROUGHING IT IN THE LAB,” p.86
è “MANMADE / HANDMADE,” p.88
PHOTO: JIM LAWSON

Jeff Fulkerson’s
Wings Tribute Pendant
Sterling silver Army Air Corp wings from WWII, 
turquoise, elk horn, ruby 
è “CIRCLE OF LIFE,” p.62
PHOTO: JEFF FULKERSON

Roger Halas’s
Seahorse Ring

Brass, bronze, armoring rivets
è “ADORN YOUR INNER PIRATE,” p.60

PHOTO: ROGER HALAS

Micki Lippe’s
Earrings
Roman glass, 22K gold, sterling silver
è “STATE OF THE ART’S INDUSTRY,” p.72
PHOTO: COURTESY MICKI LIPPE

a gallery of this issue’s contributors

Their Turn
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Kieu Pham Gray’s
Shadow Box Link Bracelet
Sterling silver, assorted gem stones
è “BLUE AND YELLOW LAB,” p.38
PHOTO: KIEU PHAM GRAY

Jim Grahl’s
Cuff
Tanzanite, 18K white gold
è “LIVE IT & LEARN IT,” p.66
PHOTO: COURTESY J. GRAHL DESIGN

Victoria Lansford’s
Rumi’s Luminous Confections Necklace
Sterling silver, 22K and 24K gold, rainbow hematite
è “STATE OF THE ART’S INDUSTRY,” p.72
PHOTO: COURTESY VICTORIA LANSFORD

Peggy Haupt’s
Pendant
Chrysocolla, azurite/malachite, onyx 
cabochons, sterling silver
è “COMING UP DAISIES,” p.76
PHOTO: PEGGY HAUPT

Become an LJJA Contributor!
Contributors’ guidelines for print or 

online publication can be found at 
www.interweave.com/jewelry
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Net Profits
By Cathleen McCarthy
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FRUSTRATED WITH THE limitations 
of juried craft shows, many jewelry 
artists have begun to experiment 
with putting on their own private 
showings.

Trunk shows hosted in private 
homes are one option, but for artists 
who make high-end work, a crowd 
is not always conducive to sales. As 
Judith Kaufman says, “I don’t think 
people like to buy things in front of 
other people at this price point.”

A more ambitious option is to rent a 
hotel suite in a city where you have a 
core customer base. When you know 
many will be in town, send out invita-
tions, set up your displays, and host a 
private showing over a couple days. 

More and more jewelry artists are 
experimenting with private showings 

in high-end hotels. Those I’ve spoken 
to say they’ve been surprised and 
pleased, and mention others who’ve 
been doing it for years. 

Even if you think you’re not ready 
for this yet, you may be surprised how 
accessible it is.

AWAY FROM JURIED SHOWS
It used to be a given. If you were 
a metalsmith making jewelry, you 
applied to juried craft shows and 
worked the circuit. This is still a valid 
route and worth following for a 
while to build up your visibility and 
customer base.

But many jewelry artists tell me 
they’re struggling with the issue of 
doing shows. Booths are expensive, 
and the more prestigious the show, 

the more limited and expensive the 
entry. Add to that the cost of traveling 
with valuable inventory and you need 
to make some serious sales to make it 
pay off.

This is getting harder to do, or so I 
hear from veteran jewelers as well as 
emerging designers. British designer 
Stephen Webster told me last year 
he’s down to one show a year now 
(Couture). These days, he rents a 
hotel suite with other jewelers in Paris 
during Paris Fashion Week. 

“We do this because the fashion 
context works for us,” Webster says. 
“There’s a new type of retailer looking 
for jewelry like mine. They used to be 
called concept stores.” Since jewelry 
is just part of their mix, many of these 
retailers don’t go to jewelry trade 
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Who needs a show when you can 
host a private party?

Suite
  Sales



shows. “But they go to Paris because 
it’s core to their business, which is 
fashion.”

If your jewelry is fashion-forward, it 
may make sense to look into renting 
out a suite during a high-profile event, 
perhaps pooling resources with other 
jewelers who fit that category.

NYC has its own fashion market 
week. Jewelry that turns heads at 
such events is edgy, not necessarily 
glitzy. Kathleen Novak Tucci makes art 
jewelry from recycled inner tubes and 
espresso pods and does quite well 
marketing her work during New York 
Fashion Week. New York also hosts 
Jewelry Week now and many buyers 
are in town for that. This year it takes 
place November 18-24.

GOING IT ALONE
Another jeweler, who asked not to 
be named, began holding private 
showings in Manhattan more than 
20 years ago, after the crafts show 
held by the American Craft Museum 
closed. She was concerned she’d lose 
access to the customer base she had 
developed at that show. So the fol-
lowing year, she rented a luxury hotel 
suite near The Armory where that 
show had been held, inviting cus-
tomers individually. They came and 
bought, enough to make that ritual 
her only NYC show from then on.

She found she liked selling that 
way. It was cozy and intimate and 
she could invite who she wanted. She 
found she preferred this to working a 
booth at a show. A few years ago, she 
stopped showing at the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art Craft Show and began 
showing privately there as well.

She finds the ritual has turned 
drudgery into pleasure. “Selling at 
shows used to drain me,” she says. “It 

took days to recover.” In early Novem-
ber, she sends invitations and rents 
a suite at a luxury hotel near Central 
Park South. In early December, she 
and her sister show up with food and 
wine and decorate the suite in elegant 
holiday spirit.

“It’s really fun. People wander in 
and out all day,” she says. “We talk 
and eat and try on jewelry. I’ve made 
some good friends doing this over 
the years.”

INTIMATE AND SELECTIVE
You have to have a solid mailing list 
of customers likely to be in the city 
that weekend, but attracting a big 
crowd is not the aim. “I don’t invite a 
lot of people, probably 100. Of that, 
maybe 50 come over two days,” 
she says. “These are all people who 
have bought from me or their friends 
who’ve expressed interest. I have to 
rein it in. I have no security. I have my 
sister and she’s not very ferocious.”

It’s not about saving money, she 
warns. She goes all out to attract the 
well-heeled customers who can afford 
her one-of-a-kind high-karat jewels, 
which range from $500 to $25,000. A 
five-star venue provides the ambience 
as well as a gracious front desk staff 
who will call up to announce guests, 
so she can approve them individually. 

She doesn’t have to set up and 
break down every day, answer endless 
questions from the curious, non-
buying public. Instead of the four-day 
run of a typical show, she hosts her 

own two-day trunk-show holiday 
party, spending the night in her suite.

Private showings can be a great 
alternative if you get turned down for 
a show, which happens to the best of 
them. When Judith Kaufman, whose 
jewelry is in the permanent collec-
tions of several art museums and the 
private collection of Hillary Clinton, 
failed to get into the Smithsonian 
Craft Show this year, she decided to 
try her own private showing. She was 
afraid she didn’t have a strong enough 
mailing list in the D.C. area but took 
the gamble and rented a suite at the 
luxurious Hay-Adams at Lafayette 
Park in April.

“It wasn’t cheap but I’m telling 
you, it was worth it,” she says. “I 
didn’t have a lot of people, but two 
were heavy hitters that have been 
collecting my work forever.” One 
just donated a couple pieces to the 
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.

Kaufman is sold on private showings 
now. “I think it’s the way to go,” she 
says. “I was thinking you need a lot of 
people to come. They say if you send 
150 invitations, maybe 30 people will 
come. But you know what? It isn’t 
about those numbers. It’s about the 
people who are your patrons.”

CATHLEEN MCCARTHY has covered 
jewelry and business for Town & Country, 
JCK, The Washington Post, and her own 
site, TheJewelryLoupe.com.

“I don’t invite a lot of people. . . . These are 
all people who have bought from me or 
their friends who’ve expressed interest. I 
have to rein it in. I have no security. I have 
my sister and she’s not very ferocious.”

“It wasn’t cheap but I’m telling you, 
it was worth it.”
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find more online
“How to Sell Your Jewelry at a 

Private Hotel Showing”
www.interweave.com/category/

article/jewelry 



The ESSENTIAL GUIDE to  
Gemstones for 
 Jewelry Artists 

Learn about characteristics of  
gemstones, where to find them,  

and how to implement each unique 
stone into your jewelry designs.

Get Your eBook today at Interweave.com

Page Count: 188
Retail Price:  $14.99



Stuller.com 
800 877 7777

Add Precious 
Metal to Your Art

Expand your artistic horizons by combining ImpressArt® stamps 
and tools with Stuller’s wide array of precious metal stampings. 

Each one offers you various qualities, and many let you select the 
gauge. Choose your favorites, and start creating your future. 

Visit Stuller.com/Stampings and 
Stuller.com/MetalForming.
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A FINE FINISH
WHEN I BEGAN TO MAKE JEWELRY, I used metal and stone just like 
paint, paper, and ink — as mediums of artistic expression. Focused 
on getting an idea out of my head and into my hands, I often worked 
without finishing just to expand my skill set. Nowadays, I find myself 
fussing over edges, surfaces, and contours way more than I used to. 
I want my work to express ideas — and function, appeal to my design 
sense, and feel good to touch or wear. Now that I’m concerned with 
finish, too, I’ve become inordinately fond of abrasive papers, files, 
polishing compounds, and professional stone setting tools.

Cool Tools & Hip Tips

A design idea is only the start
By Helen Driggs, Photos by Jim Lawson

Abrasives
There is nothing like a studio purge to get your juices fl owing. Last 
year, I promised myself that I would use up all the bronze, cop-
per, and brass in my personal stash and graduate to using only 
fi ne metals for creating non-curriculum work. Then I got myself a 
new batch of abrasive papers for silver-only use. Contenti Tools’ 
fabulous new German Matador polishing and abrasive papers
(210-170-180 through 7000) are available in an exhaustive range of 
grits. That’s 180, 220, 240, 320, 400, 600, 800, 1,000, 1,200, 1,500, 
2,000, 2,500, 3,000, 5,000, and 7,000 to be precise — and when 
you’re talking fi ne fi nish, you do want to be precise! These sturdy 
abrasive papers are waterproof silicon carbide and just a delight 
to use, so I got the entire range and spent a rainy Sunday making a 
brand-new set of sanding sticks with them.new set of sanding sticks with them.

In untrained hands, fl exible abrasives can be dan-
gerous to metal — something I learned the hard 
way. After I’d unintentionally cut a bunch of ruts in 
a ring, I shied away from them until I learned how 
to better control my fl ex shaft. Now, I can’t work 
without them. Swifty rubberized abrasives (442-
700) starter kit comes with 44 wheels including 
knife edge, square, and taper, as well as mini 
points for detail work. There are three color-coded 
grits in the line and mandrels are included with 
the starter set. Waiting for when you fall in love, 
the clever package insert includes color, grit, and 
catalog numbers for bulk ordering! Do yourself 
a favor and add in a set of Swifty large cylinder 
attachments and a large mandrel (210-197) just 
for refi ning the insides of rings.
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Cool Tools & Hip Tips

I’ve been working on a series of pieces using matte-
surface resin, and after sanding the surface of the 
plastic, I like using Contenti’s Crystal Kleer renewer 
polish (510-415) to even the resin surface, remove 
scratches, and create a uniform fi nish. This com-
pound also works for watch crystals, and is so easy 
to use: just impregnate a clean, dedicated textile 
buffi  ng wheel with the compound and run it at 
medium speed. Don’t forget to wear your mask when 
polishing plastics!
More at www.contenti.com
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Setting
These SmoothSet punches from 
FlowStudio Supply are simply the best. 
Designed by jewelry makers and made from hard-
ened tool steel, these punches have absolutely 
raised the bar as far as tube setting goes. They range 
through fi ve cup sizes to fi t some of the most com-
mon calibrated stone sizes, from about 2mm to 8mm 
diameter. 

If you’ve ever struggled to cleanly hand burnish 
metal around a teeny little tube set stone, you owe 
it to yourself to try a punch instead. All setting 
punches are designed to help you set round, faceted 
stones the same way. Place the cupped end of the 
punch over the top of the properly fi tted stone while 
mounted in the tube setting, and strike the punch 
with a hammer. Sound dangerous? If the steel is too 
soft to hold a nice shape, the result could be broken 
stones or mangled metal. No more, though. 

The most awesome thing about SmoothSet is that 
each punch is tempered, hardened, hand-shaped, 
and hand-fi nished to a high polish, both inside the 

cup and outside, to prevent any mishaps caused by 
a poorly fi nished or lesser quality tool. The painted 
pine bases come in delicious colors so not only can 
you store your punches cupped-end down to prevent 
dirt and dust, you get to enjoy looking at the set on 
your bench and your perfect fi nish. Note: use a brass 
mallet with these or any punch to preserve the steel.

Another sweet essential from FlowStudio is the 
SmoothSet duo acrylic bezel pusher and burnisher
set. I love these because they are so easy to use, and 
because they are made of acrylic, they won't mar 
or scratch stones or metal. Use them the same way 
you'd use a traditional steel bezel rocker or bur-
nisher for metals up to about 22 gauge. Just place 
the rounded end next to the metal, and use a rock-
ing motion to push it toward the stone as you work 
around the bezel. To burnish, turn the tool perpen-
dicular to the bezel and fi rmly glide it around and 
against the stone.
More at https://www.etsy.com/shop/FlowStudio-
Supply and www.fl owMKEstudio.com

,
pound also works for watch crystals, and is so e
to use: just impregnate a clean, dedicated textil
buffi  ng wheel with the compound and run it at 
medium speed. Don’t forget to wear your mask
polishing plastics!
More at www.contenti.com

easy
e

when 

Setttttttttingg
Thhhese SmoothhSeet punches from 
FlowwStS udio Supupu plp y are simply the bese t.
Designed by jewew lry makers and made eee from hard-
ennee eddd tool steeel, these punches have absolutely

cup and ouo tside, to prevent any mishapaa s c
a poorly fi nissheddd or lesser quality tool. Th
pine bases come in dele icious colors sooo not
you store your punches cupped-end dow
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next time
Hand Tool Heaven

HELEN I. DRIGGS is a book author and an experienced 
teaching artist. She has appeared in 6 instructional jew-
elry technique videos and her newest book, Metal Jewelry 
Workshop, was released in fall 2018. Follow her blog: material 
smithing.wordpress.com and Instagram: hdriggs_fabricationista 
for news, updates and her upcoming workshop schedule.

Learn with Helen
And Another Thing
I’ve had these new and gorgeous earwires 
(T2878 and T3216) and links ((S3230 and 
S3232) from Nina Designs for quite some 
time, so I had to mention them here. They 
are so pretty, beautifully fi nished, made in 
Indonesia, and an awesome way to fi nish 
your next creation.
More at www.ninadesigns.com

Polish It Off 
It’s a good idea to always have a spare couple of textile attach-
ment sets for all of your polishing needs. This set of 12 felt burs with 
⅛-inch shanks (321-8TL) from Fire Mountain Gems and Beads comes in 
a useful assortment of shapes including cylinder, bullet, cone, and inverted 
cone, and can be used with any compound requiring a textile attachment. 
I got two sets and dedicated one to tripoli and one to jeweler’s rouge. The 
handy carrying case makes them travel friendly and ready to roll.
More at www.fi remountaingems.com nexxttt ttiimmme

Off
a to always have a spare couple of texttile attach-
all of your pollillllllll shing needs. This set of 12 felt buurs withh
s (321-8TL) from Fire Mountain Gems and Beads comes inn
ment of shapes including cylinder, bullet, cone, and inverted
be used with any compound requiring a textile attachment.
and dedicated one to tripoli and one to jeweee eler’s rougeg . The 

nnn
H

And Another Thing

More at www.fi remountaingems.com
handy carrying

nnn
g case makes them travel friendly and ready to roll.

w firemountaingems com
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HOW TO MAKE A SANDING STICK 
(VIDEO)

BEZELED RESIN BIRDS NECKLACE 
(PROJECT)

JEWELRY MAKER’S FIELD GUIDE (BOOK)

www.interweave.com/jewelry
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Big Finish
— from the small but mighty JoolTool by Jeff Fulkerson

FOR THE 
METALSMITH

YOU CAN GRIND METAL and 
stones, polish stones, metal, 
enamel, glass, polymer clay, and 
even polish your hammer faces 
all with one compact, powerful 
piece of equipment: the 
JoolTool. Here’s what I’ve been 
doing with mine lately.

Kitchen Table Lapidary 
I cut a lot of small cabochons for 
stone-on-stone work, and the 
JoolTool makes quick work of 
them (photo 1). From roughing 
out your shape to  nal polish, 
you’re going to love the results. 

If you have only cut stones 
on an arbor, there is a slight 
learning curve, but after the 
 rst stone, you’ll have the hang 
of it. All of the rules of cutting 
cabs apply to the JoolTool. The 
difference is that, because of the 
spoked disks, it’s easier to see 
your stone while you’re working 
on it (photo 2). I recommend 
using a shorter dop stick, maybe 
1½" long for small stones, 
so it doesn’t get in the way 
(photo 3). For larger stones, you 
don’t even need a dop.

The greatest advantage of 
using the JoolTool for lapidary 
is the small footprint. You 
always hear about kitchen table 
soldering; well now you can 
have kitchen table lapidary! And 
cleanup is simple; just dump the 
small water tray and wipe off the 
inside of your machine. 

Metal Cleanup Plus
The next thing I’ve been using 
the JoolTool for is cleaning up 
scratches in either new pieces 
I’m working on or old pieces 
that have seen a little too much 
wear and tear (photo 4). If you 
hate to  le or have casting 
sprues to remove, start with 
the purple ceramic disk — but 
be careful! This bad boy really 
can take off a lot of metal in a 
hurry. 

If you need to smooth out 
scratches or remove  re scale, 
start with the Scotchbrite EXL 
disk (photo 5). It’s a wizard at 
cleaning up your jewelry. For 
the  nal high polish, follow up 
with the felt disk and Anie’s 
polishing compound (photo 6).

There are a lot of add-ons/
accessories you can get for 
your JoolTool, and I want to 
mention just a few. If you’re 
cramped for space, you can 
get a  ex shaft attachment. 
There is also a dust collector 
that is really great if you’re 
using your JoolTool in your 
kitchen. There are also a 
number of disk sets for speci  c 
applications like metal clay. 
All in all, the JoolTool really 
lives up to its nickname 
“workshop-in-a-box.”

The JoolTool and accessories are 
available at www.  remountain
gems.com.

Enter the Fire Mountain Gems and Beads 
Sweepstakes for a chance to win a

 JoolTool set and more!

A $500+ value at
www.interweave.com/fi re-mountain-gems-beads

-giveaway-2019/

August 16 - September 16, 2019

JEFF FULKERSON has been creating imaginative jewelry for 30+ years 
and has taught at museums, schools, and events. The award-winning 
silversmith has studied with such Native American greats as Richard Tsosie, 
Jesse Monongye, and Michael Cheatham. Noted for his meticulous execu-
tion and attention to detail, Jeff loves the creative process of seeing his 
ideas take shape and come to life. See more of his work at www.alden
 jeffries design.com.

PHOTO 2PHOTO 1

PHOTO 3 PHOTO 4

PHOTO 5 PHOTO 6
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THE APPLIED TECHNIQUES 
involved in this project 
represent the principal 

foundation of goldsmithing: forging, 
forming, fi ling, sawing, piercing, 
soldering, and annealing. I designed 
the ring with several subtle features 
not only for visual and aesthetic 
appeal, but for the purpose of skill 
refi nement and fi nessed use of tools. 

The carved and rounded bottom of 
the setting adds a tailored fi nishing 
touch. The beveled interior of the 
insert is another tailored detail that 
invites the eye to look at the pierced 
back plate inside. The pattern of 
alternating double and single prongs 
creates an excellent opportunity to 
practice accurate layout and skillful 
execution of steps to make design ele-
ments uniform. The inner corners of 
the notches in the shank are rounded 
off  to fi t perfectly between the double 
prongs of the setting. 

The stirrup shank is an effi  cient and 
expedient forging exercise to illustrate 
the malleability of our material. And, 
after all, who doesn’t love to include a 
hammer? 

Fabricating the setting and insert 
to fi t tightly together requires work-
ing with precision and accuracy. 
Constructing parts that are aligned 
and self-supporting makes soldering 
more controlled and comfortable 
without the need for clips, clamps, 
binding wire, or extra hands.

These small details promote 
controlled use of the relatively 
modest number of primary tools 
involved in creating this ring. They 

are intentionally integrated with 
the project design to assist you in 
advancing your skills and increasing 
your confi dence, while learning a 
few tips and small refi nements to 
the practice of our craft. The design 
itself off ers unlimited potential as a 
concept for individual expression and 
personalization. 

MATERIAL AND DESIGN

1 The thickness of the bezel stock 
provides suffi  cient dimension to 

create a decorative setting by carv-
ing the bezel wall into a contoured 
relief pattern of prongs and scallops.

Using thick material for the bezel 
precludes the common bezel making 
approach of wrapping metal around 
a stone, marking the overlap, and 
cutting to length. Using thick material 
requires accurately measuring and 
cutting the metal to precise length 
fi rst, bending closed, soldering the 
seam, and then adjusting the shape.

DO THE MATH
How do I know the precise length of 
metal I need before I bend it? First, I 

need to know which piece of metal: 
the setting that fi ts around the 
stone, or the beveled insert that 
fi ts inside the setting. There is a 
formula to determine the precise 
length for each component. This 
pair of formulae works for making 
any type of setting or tube or com-
ponent where parts fi t precisely 
together, one inside another, like 
telescoping tubing. (See the box 
"Measurements" on page 28 to see 
how I did the math for the rings I 
demonstrate here.)

•  Round bezel length = (stone 
diameter + metal thickness) x 
3.14. This formula adds metal 
thickness to stone measure-
ment to provide the circumfer-
ence to fi t around the stone.

•  Oval bezel length = [(l + w)/ 
2 + metal thickness] x 3.14. 
Here, use length and width to 
determine diameter.

•  Insert length = (stone diam-
eter - metal thickness) x 3.14. 
Deduct metal thickness to 
make circumference equal to 
the stone.

Learn a new technique while creating a cabochon ring 
with a carved prong setting  By Michael David Sturlin

Sawing for 

3D Effects

1
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SKILLS
Forging
Forming
Filing
Sawing
Piercing
Soldering
Annealing
Stone setting

TIME IT TOOK
6 hours per ring: 
5½ hours fabrication + ½ hour 

material prep

MATERIALS
• 17.5mm x 14.5mm and 

7.5mm to 9mm tall oval 
cabochons, one for each 
of the trio of rings shown

• Metal: I used Continuum 
Sterling Silver

• 60mm x 9mm x 1.65mm 
sheet/rectangle wire for 
the bezel (annealed)

• 50mm x 2mm x 2mm 
square wire for the insert 
(annealed)

• 55mm x 2.85mm x 
2.85mm square wire for 
the shank (annealed)

• 16mm x 20mm x 1mm 
sheet for the back plate

TOOLS
Bench pin, saw frame, candle 
wax, dividers, scribe, ruler, 
bench block/anvil, goldsmith 
hammer, chasing hammer, 
nylon mallet, round bezel 
mandrel, setting punch, ring 
bending pliers, half round/
fl at pliers, parallel pliers, ring 
holding pliers, barrette hand 
fi le, half round hand fi le, 
crossing hand fi le, barrette 
needle fi le, marking needle 
fi le, half round needle fi le, drill 
bit, engraving block, Meco 
torch

SOURCES
Most of the tools and 
materials for this project are 
available from well-stocked 
jewelry supply vendors, many 
of whom can be found in our 
Advertisers’ Index, page 102.

What
You Need

Jewelry Project/Technique
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FORM THE BEZEL
A couple pointers to get started: 
bending and forming thick metal 
stock requires using suffi  cient 
controlled force with well-stabilized 
tools to move the material with con-
fi dence and authority. It is essential 
to have good work habits and 
proper posture for the best results 
with the least amount of wear and 
tear on hands and fi ngers. Bracing 
hands, tools, and materials securely 
on or against the bench pin when 
forming with pliers enables stability 
of the tool and promotes using the 
pliers with enhanced precision and 
control.

Note: Bending and forming the 
thick stock work hardens the 
metal. It may require annealing 
to soften it enough to completely 
close the seam for soldering. If 
the metal is excessively work 
hardened from forming, the shape 
may relax and the seam may open 
slightly as it reaches annealing 
temperature when it is heated to 
solder. If this happens, cool the 
bezel and bring the ends back 

together for a tight fit seam. Set 
up again for soldering.

Start with dead soft, fully annealed 
metal.

1a Bend the end of the thick 
bezel stock with ring bending 

pliers. I have a cushion of leather 
over the lower jaw of my pliers to 
reduce tool marks. Brace the pliers 
against the bench pin.

1b Bend the other end forming a 
curve. 

Bend the middle by squeezing the 
pliers with controlled movements to 
bring the ends closer together.

CLOSE THE BEZEL
There are several methods of 
closing the bezel and bringing the 
ends together for the solder seam. 
Depending on the thickness of the 
metal, it may require more than one 
of the methods below to bring the 
seam tightly closed.

1c Half round pliers. Grip the 
bezel with two pairs of 

half round/fl at pliers well braced 

against the bench pin (posi-
tioned opposed). Push down 
fi rmly on the pin to increase 
leverage with the pliers and 
bring the ends of the bezel 
together.

1d Mallet. Position the bezel 
on edge against a steel 

block or on the bench top and tap 
the sides of the seam.

1e Ring holding pliers. Adjust 
the curve to bring the ends 

together.

1f Parallel pliers. Use these to 
adjust the seam. Keeping 

hands and tools braced fi rmly 
on the bench pin, in the notch 
of the pin, or overhanging 
the edge of the pin provides 
leverage to adjust and align the 
ends. 

FORM THE INSERT 
Follow the same movements as in 
forming the bezel: bend the ends, 
then bend the middle to close the 
ends and bring the seam together. 

1a 1b 1c

1f1d 1e
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1g Bend the insert using half 
round/fl at pliers. For the 

fi rst bend, hold the pliers in the 
notch of the bench pin and bend 
the metal against the pliers, push-
ing it around the tool rather than 
bending the metal with the pliers.

1h Close the insert and align 
the ends. 

2 If needed, saw the seam with a 
3 /0 saw blade to clean up the 

fi t and alignment.
Keep in mind that using a formula 

to determine the correct bezel 
length means the shape of the 
bezel as it is being closed is not 
important. Having a well fi tted 
seam is more important. The 
oval shape of the bezel will be 
easily adjusted and corrected after 
soldering. 

SOLDER SETUP
Use a solution of boric acid pow-
der dissolved in denatured alcohol 
as a fi re scale preventative barrier 
fl ux. Apply paste fl ux to the seams 
and solder them with hard solder. 

2a Soldering the bezel seam in 
front makes it convenient to 

place solder on the edges of the 
bezel. I tend to use this position the 
most to solder this type of project. 
It allows me to see the solder fl ow-
ing on the outside of the seam. 

After the fi rst placement of solder 
starts to melt/fl ow, I fl ip the bezel 
over and reposition it with the seam 
facing away. I add a second sphere of 
solder to the top edge and heat the 
seam a second time until the solder 
fl ows. In this position I can see the 
solder fl ow on the inside of the seam. 

2b Work with the bezel seam up 
to place solder in the middle 

of the bezel, which allows the seam 
to heat quickly and evenly. Roundish 
things tend to roll, so positioning 
the bezel seam up might require 
stabilizing with a third hand, locking 
tweezers, or a soldering prop of 
some sort.

2c Solder the insert, then 
quench, clean, and dry the 

parts. Remove any excess solder 
from the seams with a fi le.

ADJUST BEZEL, INSERTS
Minor adjustments to correct 
the shape can be made with ring 
bending or half round/fl at pliers. I 
often use leather or a fabric cushion 
between the pliers’ jaws and the 
metal to prevent marring. 

2d Adjust the bezel shape to 
fi t the stone. Using a mallet 

and mandrel allow shaping without 
making tool marks.

Adjust the insert with a mandrel and 
mallet.

2

2c

1g

2a

1h

2b

2d
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2e Squeezing the oval with a 
pair of ring holding pliers 

lets you make very subtle changes 
to the shape. These inexpensive 
pliers are intended for holding a 
band ring to polish the inside on 
a spinning felt cone — they work 
quite well for bending and shaping 
circles and ovals.

FILE THE BEZEL 

2f After the bezel is shaped to 
fi t the stone, fi le the exterior 

and top and bottom edges fl at. 
Hook the bezel over the end or 
point of the bench pin to make the 
bezel stable and controllable while 
fi ling.

2g File the bezel interior and 
sand smooth. 

Tip: Round and oval things tend to 
roll when held on top of the bench 
pin. A handy way to prevent that is 
to hold a narrow strip of leather or 
fabric over the bezel for a better 
grip. It’s more comfortable to hold, 
and more secure on the pin. 

FINISH THE INSERT
With the bezel interior ready, the 
insert can be adjusted to fi t inside.

3 File the insert exterior until it fi ts 
into the bezel perfectly. This will 

likely require 5 to 10 minutes, but is 
worth however long it takes. 

3a Here is the bezel with the 
insert fi led to fi t inside.

3b Fit the insert by tapping in 
place with a mallet. The snug 

fi t of the two parts will enable you 
to adjust the insert to the desired 
elevation and stay in position during 
soldering. 

CREATE THE PATTERN

3c Using graph paper and a 
black marker, lay out the cen-

ters of the two ends and two sides 
of the oval. Mark the positions on 
top, bottom, and sides of the bezel. 
These marks will be the center lines 
of the four sets of double prongs 
on the sides and ends of the bezel. 
Draw the prong pattern with pencil. 

Lay out the four single prongs in 
the corners of the oval by dividing 
the space and working evenly 
around the bezel from the center 
marks. 

Next, color in the pattern. 

3d Use permanent black 
marker to indicate the lines 

of the double and single prongs 
separated by scallops.

3e Use red marker to color in 
the scallops. Using a second 

color for the areas to be removed 
makes it easier to see that section 
as it is sawn away.

3f Patterns applied in black and 
red markers make it easier to 

visualize the 3D design emerging 
from the fl at surface.

SAW THE PRONG LINES
Start by making notches at the top 
and bottom corners of each center 
mark with a short upstroke of the 
saw blade. I hold my fi nger on the 
back of the blade when doing so. 

2e 2f

3 3a 3b

2g
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3c

3f

3d

3g

3e

3h

4 4a 4b

3g Holding the bezel fi rmly and 
securely on the pin, align 

the notches with the saw blade to 
establish the center line. Saw these 
lines to ½ the depth of the saw blade 
into the bezel wall. 

3h Set the dividers for the prong 
width and mark from the 

center line to each side. 
At the outer sides of the prongs, 

saw the prong lines to ½ the depth of 
the saw blade. 

CARVE THE PATTERN 
The lines are ready for 3D excava-
tion. I use the same progression 
of steps to fi le and refi ne each of 
the prongs and the scallops. Work 
around the bezel by working in 
opposition: one end and the oppos-
ing end, then one side and the 

opposing side. This trains the eye to 
see balance as the shape emerges. 
For me, this approach enables a 
more precise result than working 
around the bezel in a clockwise or 
anticlockwise progression.

REVEAL THE PRONGS
The critical step of fi ling requires 
the work be very stable and well 
supported. A common wedge or 
screw style ring clamp is an ideal 
holding device, providing additional 
leverage and control, as shown in 
photos 4a-c and 5.

4 File prong lines with a square 
fi le to expand the saw cuts into 

V-shaped grooves. Use one corner of 
the square held fi rmly downward in 
the line and fi le straight, even grooves 
to defi ne the prongs. File the same 

depth (at least ½ way into the 
metal) on each groove.
 

4a Round the prongs with 
a barrette fi le to remove 

sharp corners and shape the 
grooves into cylindrical col-
umns. I fi le in a specifi c pattern 
to ensure each prong receives 
the same treatment: inner 
edges between the double 
prongs fi rst, then outer edges 
of the double prongs, then the 
edges of the single prongs. File 
each groove from both direc-
tions to keep the lines straight 
and parallel. 

4b Round the scallops with 
a barrette fi le to refi ne 

them and shape the contour of 
the sections between the prongs.
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4c Working sequentially, 
following the same 

movements of each tool 
on each area, promotes a 
consistent result. As I work, I 
often count movements of the 
tool I’m using, whether a saw 
or fi le or hammer. The same 
number of movements with 
the same angle and pressure 
of the same tool produces 
identical results. In addition 
to controlling the eff ect of 
the tool, being mindful of 
the number of strokes of 
each sequence helps me stay 
centered in the moment and 
maintain focus on the work.

REMOVE SCALLOPS 
BETWEEN PRONGS
Before cutting away the metal, it 
might be necessary to redraw the scal-
lops with a marker. If so, use dividers to 
remark a horizontal reference line from 
the bottom of the setting to the bottom 
of the cut-out of the scallops.

4d Hold the bezel upright on the 
pin with the bottom edge of 

the bezel slightly back from the edge 
of the pin. Saw from each side of the 
scallop towards the center to remove 
the small piece of metal. 

4e The cuts meet in the center.

4c 4e

4h

5a

4f

4i

4g

5

4d

New Silver
Because I’d heard good things about 
it but had never used it before, I 
decided to fabricate these rings with 
Continuum silver, a proprietary sterling 
alloy of silver and palladium made by 
Stuller that is oxidation and tarnish 
resistant. My experience verified what 
I’d heard: that Continuum works more 
like gold than silver, and exhibits 
better physical and mechanical 
properties than other patented sterling 
alloys. It has excellent malleability and 
is well suited for hand wrought work. 
I enjoyed working with this metal, and 
found it superior to any other alloy of 
silver I have used.
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4f File scallops with a marking 
fi le as needed to refi ne the 

shape and make them identical. A 
marking fi le is a tapered half round 
fi le with cut on the domed side only, 
and a smooth surface on the fl at 
side. 

4g File the setting bottom with a 
square fi le to expand notches 

into grooves.

4h Refi ne the grooves with a 
barrette fi le to contour the 

bottoms of the prongs and scallops 
into a rounded profi le.

4i Sand the bottom to keep the 
shape of the prongs and scal-

lops straight and even. Crease a nar-
row strip of abrasive paper around a 
barrette fi le and use short strokes of 
the tool to refi ne the surface.

5d

5b 5c

5e

5 Sand contour with paper on 
fi le to smooth and refi ne all 

surfaces of the prongs and scallops 
— another task made much more 
fi nger friendly by using a ring clamp 
as a holding aid.

FINISH THE INSERT
The bottom of the insert has an inte-
rior bevel. This is a design feature 
intended to emphasize the view of 
the back plate.

5a Mark the insert bevel with 
dividers set at ⅔ the thick-

ness of the insert. Mark outwards 
with dividers measuring from the 
center of the oval.

5b File the inner bevel with a 
half round fi le or crossing 

fi le. Hold the oval insert at an angle 
on the bench pin, and fi le through 
the opening to remove the inner 
corner of the square wire. Hold the 
work fi rmly on the pin and use equal 
strokes to create an even inner bevel 
around the oval. Refi ne the beveled 
surface with sandpaper wrapped 

over the fi le or with a rotary sanding 
mandrel.

5c With the setting and insert 
apart, you can see the fea-

tures of the carved pattern and the 
bevel of the insert. 

5d Here, the setting and insert 
are together and upside 

down. The interior position and 
elevation of the insert is determined 
by the height of the stone and the 
combined thickness of the insert 
and back plate. Elevating the bottom 
of the back plate slightly above the 
bottom edge of the setting reveals 
the profi le of the carved pattern 
more distinctly. 

FORM THE SHANK
A ring needs a shank for it to be 
worn on a fi nger. This stirrup design 
is formed by forging and bending 
square wire. Forging hardens the 
metal through cold work as the 
shape of the wire is changed from 
square to rectangular. Forging 
the cross section of the wire also 
stretches the length. 

I started with 55 mm of square wire 
that elongated to 68 mm after forg-
ing. Bending and fi tting the shanks to 
my settings resulted in fi nished rings 
with fi nger sizes 7½-8. The stirrup 
shape makes fi nger size inexact, so 
it’s best to record lengths and dimen-
sions accurately before and after 
forging.

5e Mark the center, and 15 mm 
from each end, of the square 

stock for the shank.

About Time
My time including prepping material 
from scratch and fabrication was 6 
hours per ring, helped by making 
three rings efficiently. More than 
anything else, though, this project 
is meant as an exercise in skill 
refinement, and worth repeating. 
The amount of time it takes to do 
each step is of less consequence 
than doing each step properly.
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5f Forge the center of the square 
wire into a fl attened rectangle 

with a goldsmith or planishing ham-
mer. Work from both sides of the wire 
to keep the developing shape even 
and tool marks to a minimum. Turn 
the wire 90 degrees and position it 
with the forged section vertical. 

5g Forge the ends into rect-
angles, working on both sides 

of the shank equally.

5h Opposing tapers transition 
in shape from horizontal to 

vertical rectangles. Before bending, 
the forged shank is a long, elegant 
lozenge.

 6 Anneal the shank with an 
oxidation preventative coating 

of boric acid/denatured alcohol 
solution. Quench, clean, and dry. 
Measure and record the shank 
length and other dimensions.

BEND THE SHANK

6a Forming the shank into 
a stirrup shape requires 

persuasive leverage.

6b Bend the shank over a 
mandrel, pressing down 

with thumbs and fi ngers or heels 
of the hands. 

Adjust the shape with a mandrel 
and mallet to the desired fi nger 
size. Flatten the ends by forging 
with a goldsmith hammer to refi ne 
the shape. File, sand, and fi nish as 
desired.

ASSEMBLY TIME

6c The forged stirrup shanks 
have now been marked for 

notching.

6d Saw notches to remove the 
metal where the shank and 

setting fi t together.

6e File notches with a barrette 
fi le to adjust the fi t of the 

shank to the setting. Then round 
off  the edges and faces of the 
notches so the shank nestles 
securely between the double 
prongs.

6f Tension-fi t parts ensure a 
stable and secure connec-

tion and proper alignment during 
soldering.

THE BACK PLATE 
BECKONS
Whether a setting requires a back 
plate depends on the stone and the 
design. Here the insert supports the 
cabochon by providing a fl oor for the 
stone to sit on, so a back plate is not 
structurally necessary. The concept of 
the back plate is more about added 
design space and personalization, or 
the desire to display the back of the 
stone. One of the cabochons I used in 
my trio of rings is a semi-transparent 
amethyst. Because I did not want to 
obscure the stone’s transparency with 
a design behind it, that ring has no 
back plate.

6g Lay out the back plate design 
with dividers, mechanical 

pencil, and markers.

7 Drill the back plate entry holes 
for piercing.

Measurements
Use the formulae given in the text to determine the amount of metal you need 
for the stones you have and the size ring you want. As examples, here are the 
measurements and calculations I made for these three rings. My oval stones 
measure 14.5 x 17.5 mm and 7.5 to 9.0 mm tall. I determined 5 mm bezel 
height is needed to set the stones. I added the combined thickness 
of 1 mm back plate and 2 mm insert increasing the bezel height to 8 mm.

OVAL BEZEL, 1.65 MM STOCK
Oval bezel length = [(l + w)/ 2 + metal thickness] x 3.14
14.5 + 17.5 = 32/2 = 16 (l + w converted to diameter) 
+ 1.65 = 17.65 x 3.14 = 55.42
I used 8.0 mm x 55.50 mm for my bezel blank.

OVAL INSERT, 2.00 MM STOCK
Insert length = (stone diameter - metal thickness) x 3.14
16 – 2 = 14 x 3.14 = 43.96 
I used 44 mm for the insert.

STIRRUP SHANK, 2.85 MM SQUARE STOCK
I started with 55 mm which lengthened to 68 mm after forging. This allowed 
for the small amount I trimmed while shaping the shank and fitting it to the 
setting. At the center, the shank is 2 mm thick x 3.5 mm wide; at the ends, 
it’s 4.5 mm wide x 1.25 mm thick. I bent the rings at a size 7 on my mandrel 
or inner diameter of 17 mm.

Drawings not exactly to scale
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6c 6d 6e

6b6a6

5h5f 5g

7a Pierce the design with a 
3 /0 saw blade. I lubricate 

my saw blade with candle wax 
(paraffi  n) applied to the back of 
the blade. 

Saw right next to the lines, leaving 
them intact. If the design you are 
using does not allow using fi les to 
refi ne the shapes of the cut-outs, 
use the saw blade as a fi le to adjust 
and clean up the pierced areas. 
When I use the saw blade as a fi le, 
I support the portion of the blade 
below the work against the inside 
notch of the bench pin to enhance 
stability and control. I also use an 
abbreviated or shortened stroke 
when using a saw blade as a fi le.

6f 6g

7 7a
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8

8b

8a

8c

7h

8d

7b 7c 7d

7e 7f 7g
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8e

MASTER THE JEWELER’S 
SAW (video)

ww.interweave.com/jewelry

More with 
Michael

Support 
Your Work

In addition to helping you 
organize your studio, Michael 
David Sturlin focuses exten-
sively on using the bench pin 
effectively in this workshop:
CREATE THE PERFECT 
WORKSPACE (video)

www.interweave.com/jewelry7b Saw out the back plate from 
the surrounding sheet and 

fi le to fi t inside the bezel. This might 
take a few minutes. File precisely 
so the back plate is centered in the 
beveled opening of the insert.

7c Here we see the fi nished 
three-piece setting with the 

bottom facing up, displaying the 
pierced and carved design of the 
back plate.

7d Here is the fi nished setting 
with the shank and parts 

ready to assemble. The ring on the 
left has the stone oriented along the 
fi nger, while the ring on the right has 
the stone oriented across the fi nger. 

7e The components assembled. 

7f The undersides of the rings.

7g The rings upright.

7h Tension-fi t settings posi-
tioned upside down provide 

stability during soldering. The ring 
can be soldered entirely from the 
back by pick soldering. Use medium 
solder.

8 Solder the insert into the setting 
with small spheres of medium 

solder. 

8a Solder the setting into the 
shank with a sphere of 

medium solder strategically placed 
at each of the four connection 
points.

SET THE STONE 
Although you can partially close thick 
prongs with a pusher, it can also slip 
as you try, damaging the stone or 
setting or injuring the setter. Instead, 
I prefer the control a chasing hammer 
and setting punch give me as I move 
the metal onto the stone.

8b Putting the ring in a setting 
block (engraving ball) is the 

very best way to secure the item 
for hammer setting the cabochon. 
Putting wax across the stone helps 
keep it from shifting as the fi rst 
prongs begin to move. 

8c Set the stone under good 
lighting and with adequate 

magnifi cation. 

8d Using a hammer and punch 
provides controlled move-

ment of the prongs onto the stone.

8e Tighten each prong and 
refi ne the fi nal shape with the 

punch. 
Setting is complete and the jewel is 

ready to wear!

MICHAEL DAVID STURLIN is an accomplished 
goldsmith, writer, and teacher. His jewelry has been 
exhibited in premier galleries across North America, 
and is featured in the book, Masters: Gold, and in 
more than a dozen national and international jewelry 
magazines, in which he has also authored several 
columns and features. His award-winning work has 
been recognized by the World Gold Council, the 
American Jewelry Design Council, and Jewelers of 
America New Designers Gallery. He has taught at 
the Revere Academy of Jewelry Arts, the Bead & 
Button Show, Mesa Arts Center, and Metalwerx, and 
shares four decades of goldsmithing experience 
and professional insight with students at all levels 
through his international program of visiting artist 
workshops and studio retreats for metalsmiths and 
jewelry makers.
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By Deborah Yonick, 
jewelry style expert

Trends

Daria de Koning
Pink Clouds Brac

Gray moonstone, rainbow moonstone, crazy lace agate, 
strawberry tourmaline

PHOTO: COURTESY DARIA DE KONING

lle et
e  

 

,

Daria de Koning
Pyrenees Earrings
Gray moonstone, rainbow 
moonstone, amethyst, 
agate-amethyst geode 
slices, 18K yellow gold
PHOTO: COURTESY DARIA DE KONING

Daria de Koning
Reef Coral Earrings

Gray and white moonstone, 
South Sea peals, Tahitian pearl, 

18K white gold and diamond 
branches cast from found coral

PHOTO: COURTESY DARIA DE KONING

Its gentle glimmer and go-anywhere versatility 
make this gem a designer favorite

OVER THE 
MOONSTONE
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NOT SINCE THE 1920S, when top 
jewelry houses like Tiff any and Lalique 
created notable pieces around moon-
stone, has the gem been as popular as 
it is today. Admired for its warmth and 
inner glow, moonstone has captivated 
a new generation of artists to design 
red-carpet-worthy jewels that express 
understated elegance.

Hollywood divas are fl ashing 
moonstones set in 18K gold and plati-
num with diamonds at red carpet 
events. Celebrity gem-savvy design-
ers like Lorraine Schwartz and Erica 
Courtney use moonstones in many 
high-end designs. 

Stylists are keen on moonstone, says 
Courtney, because it complements an 
array of diff erent colors, allowing fi ckle 
celebrities to change their minds about 
what they’re wearing up until the 
last minute without worrying if their 
accessories still match. “Moonstone 
has an ethereal feeling; it’s mystical, 
glamorous, and goes with everything,” 
the L.A. artist describes, adding that 
because the gem is typically cabochon 
cut it’s easy to wear.

MOVING COLOR
Moonstone takes on many colors. Its 
base colors appear diff erent de-
pending on its light source and can 
sometimes create a rainbow eff ect. Its 
chameleon-like properties make it an 
ideal complement to an array of gems 
from beryls and tourmalines to opals 
and pearls. 

What gives moonstone its radiance 
and adaptability is the gem’s occur-
rence of schiller — distinctive phan-
toms of fl ash caused by tiny albite 
inclusions that refl ect and scatter light 
mimicking the moon’s glow, hence 
its name. The bigger the stone is, the 
more you can see its natural adulares-
cence. But Courtney points out that 
fi ne moonstones in larger sizes are 
more diffi  cult to come by.

“Moonstone has an ethereal feeling; 
it’s mystical, glamorous, and goes 

with everything.”

Erica Courtney
Moonstone Jewelry
Mandala Pendant and Double Drop Earrings
Blue moonstones, Paraiba tourmaline, diamonds, 18K yellow gold
PHOTO: ROBERT WELDON, © GIA
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Trends

Shamila Jiwa
Rings
Moonstone, Namibian chalcedony, 
rutilated quartz, citrine, tourmaline
PHOTO: COURTESY SHAMILA JIWA

Shamila Jiwa
Rings

Rainbow and gray moonstone, rutilated 
quartz, citrine, blue topaz

PHOTO: COURTESY SHAMILA JIWA
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Recognized as a June birthstone 
and historically deemed a lucky gem, 
moonstone is a variety of the mineral 
feldspar. Amazonite, andesine, and 
labradorite are also feldspar family 
gemstones.

“Moonstone is not enhanced or 
treated; it’s all natural,” cheers Paul 
Dragone, president of the Boston-
based Boston Gems. “It’s a unique 
gemstone that has motion and life. 
And, it comes in all price points.”

In the moonstone business for 30 
years, Dragone believes this gem is 
riding a wave of popularity that has 
no end in sight. For the past fi ve 
years, he says moonstone has been 
extremely popular, not only for high-
end customers who want something 
diff erent, but also for younger con-
sumers in silver jewelry that’s more 
aff ordably priced. 

“Designers large and small love 
moonstone,” he hails. “The red car-
pet’s favorite designers have been 
using this ethereal gem for years, like 
Irene Neuwirth, Deirdre Featherstone, 
and Temple St. Clair.” Possessing a 
vast inventory of moonstones in fi ve 
varieties, he cites blue sheen moon-
stone as most popular. 

Moonstones are designer darlings 
because they bring a lot of “piz-
zazz” to precious gemstone designs, 
says Manu Nichani, of Blue Moon 
Enterprises, Carlsbad, California: 
“Anyone can work with moonstone, 
which is an important reason why 
moonstone’s popularity sustains. 
Moonstones are phenomenal gems 
that have a lot of allure, magic, and 
mythology around them.”

CUT IS KEY
Interesting cuts in moonstone is a 
key trend, says Nichani, who cites 
rose cut, checkerboard and briolette, 
bullet and cone shapes, and beads. 
“Moonstone easily transforms from a 
fresh day gem to a glamorous night 
stone,” he fi nds. 

Seattle designer Shamila Jiwa of 
Shamila Fine Distinctive Jewelry be-
lieves that the availability of diff erent 
cuts and shapes in moonstone have 
inspired designers. “Cut and shape set 
a moonstone apart,” she says, sharing 
that she works with such shapes as 
trillion, hexagon, and round medallion.

A fan a many gems, Jiwa says 
that when she’s shopping she looks 
for stones that captivate her atten-
tion. “I don’t go by trends,” she says. 
“It’s about how I feel when I hold 
the stone.” She tells of a recent fi nd, 
a strand of rainbow moonstone in 
freeform pebble shapes, 245 to-
tal carats that became a beautiful 
custom piece. “The moonstones had 
this silky, fabric-like quality with lilac 
undertones.”

Consumers are used to seeing 
really opaque material, but there are 
diff erent grades of moonstone, says 
Jiwa. The most highly favored moon-
stones display a colorless, translucent 
to nearly transparent appearance 
with no visible inclusions, and a vivid 
blue adularescence seen from a 
range of angles. 

Designer Daria de Koning Fine 
Jewelry, New York City says that many 
of her new pieces, primarily set in 18K 
yellow gold, feature moonstone this 
year. She describes moonstone’s al-
lure as a “gravitational pull that draws 
people in” and sees it as a three-
dimensional stone that changes every 
time the light hits it. 

“Moonstone easily 
transforms from 
a fresh day gem 
to a glamorous 

night stone.”

De Koning has been using a va-
riety of colors and tones in moon-
stone — especially in white, peach, 
and gray hues — and works with the 
gem as a central design element and 
accent. “It’s a hearty gemstone,” she 
says, noting that it works well in ev-
ery jewelry style. Partial to wearing 
and making earrings, she also enjoys 
the challenge of fi nding the perfect 
matched pair.

Jiwa likes how moonstone mixes 
so well with other gemstones, as 
she explores in her popular stack-
able rings and pendant necklaces 
for layering. She enjoys showing off  
diff erent pairings like peach and 
gray moonstone with smoky quartz, 
white moonstone with rose quartz, 
rainbow moonstone with indicolite, 
and playing with diff erent metal 
colors as well like peach moonstone 
with rose gold or gray moonstone 
with a deep pink rose quartz in silver 
or white gold.

Finding good material, advises 
de Koning, really boils down to your 
stone dealer. “I go to people who 
generally carry quality products, so 
I am more likely to fi nd better mate-
rial with strong adularescence.”

DEBORAH YONICK has been writing about 
jewelry and fashion trends for more than 25 
years for trade and consumer publications and 
online, and has loved both for much longer! 
With roots in New York, she presently lives and 
works in York, PA.

Seattle designer Shamila Jiwa of

“M
tr
a

De

Shamila Jiwa
Rings
Peach and gray moonstone
PHOTO: COURTESY SHAMILA JIWA
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AT ONE TIME, labradorite was fairly unknown in 
jewelry. Maybe you’ve seen or heard of it as a facing 
for buildings. But today, its best examples have taken 
their rightful place in the gemstone market. A member 
of the extended feldspar family, labradorite comes to 
fame because of its iridescent color display. Called 
labradorescence, it is often likened to opal’s play-of-
color, though the phenomena are caused by diff erent 
optical eff ects.

The body color of labradorite is usually medium 
to dark gray. The darker the body color, the better 
it shows off  its fl ashes of color. That is not to 
dismiss stones with a light body color. These are 
called “rainbow moonstone,” and the color display 
is more ethereal compared to the down to earth, 

peacock colors of dark-bodied labradorite. The most 
common color of labradorescence is blue, followed 
by green and yellow. Some stones may fl ash red or 
purple.

When shopping for a labradorite, look for a stone 
that shows iridescence across the top of the stone. 
This is apt to be a stone cut with a fl attish top best 
suited to the material and the iridescence. A gem 
should show its best color when seen from above, 
not from the side. As much as possible, avoid stones 
with “dead spots” — areas of no phenomena.

By themselves, labradorites are enough. But 
it’s easy to accent them with gemstones that 
complement the color fl ashes — Montana sapphires, 
for example.

Smokin’ Stones
By Sharon Elaine Thompson
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Newsfl ash: 
This One Is Hot
With good fl ash and cut to show it well, 
labradorite is a peacock among stones
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How much does it cost?
Reasonable: $1 to $2 a carat, $30 to $60 per stone for a good-
sized, high-quality, custom-cut labradorite.

How hard is it to fi nd?
At most gem shows, you’ll fi nd dealers with a range of labradorite 
for sale. Shop carefully to fi nd the stone that makes your heart sing. 

What kind of jewelry can I put this in?
Most, though a ring that will get heavy wear may have problems. 
Labradorite is 6 to 6½ in hardness on the Mohs Scale, but more 
problematic is the lamellar (layered) structure of labradorite which 
can result in it chipping. Protect the edges.

How easy is it to set?
Depends on the stone. Stones cut with fl at backs and in standard 
shapes should be easy. Custom stones can be trickier, especially 
those with square corners. 

What settings are best?
Bezels to protect the edges of the stone.

Artisan/studio dos and don’ts:
Don’t even think about the ultrasonic or steamer. Use care when 
setting.

Wearer dos and don’ts:
Mostly you can wear this stone and accept the compliments. Use 
care if the labradorite is set in a ring stone and clean with warm 
water and mild soap.

SHARON ELAINE THOMPSON is a freelance writer based in Oregon. She has written for 
Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist since 1987 and blogs frequently at www.interweave.com/jewelry. 
Learn more at jewelryartdiva.com.

Just the Facts “I love using labradorite,” 
says jewelry designer 
Kieu Pham Gray. “The 
stone appears to change 
depending on the angle 
of light. It never seems to 
look the same, especially 
with bigger pieces. The 
flashes make it feel alive, 
giving labradorite a 
certain mystique which I 
find incredibly attractive. 
However, working with 
the stone you should know 
that sharp corners, like 
square cabochons, are 
easily chipped.”

Super Stone 
and Setting

BLUE & YELLOW LAB, 
PAGE 38

More 
Smokin’ Stones

100+ FAVORITE JEWELRY 
GEMSTONES (PDF 

COMPILATION)
www.interweave.com/jewelry
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IT WINKED AT ME at last year’s 
Tucson gem shows. Right 
from hello I knew I had to do 

something with this labradorite. 
Into my bag of treasures it went, 
and there it met the shell. By the 
time I came back to my studio, 
the two wanted to mate. Piece by 
piece, the design came together, 
its two stars telling me what they 
wanted to be every step of the way. 

One approach to jewelry is start-
ing with the design and acquiring 
the stones to suit it. Another starts 
with a fantastic stone: this design 
was one of those. My original 
sketch of a static, single piece all 
soldered together became more 
fl uid. The shell wanted to move, 
thus the addition of the chain. The 
bail and tube setting intended for 

the top of the arch gave way to the 
bead chain and simplifi ed the piece 
just enough to allow the labradorite 
to shine even more. I fi nished it off  
with a design on the back, giving the 
wearer her own secret to enjoy.

WIRE FRAME

1 Anneal all of the 3mm x 1mm 
rectangle wire to prepare it for 

bending. Pickle and dry off .

Not a retriever, this labradorite is a knockout cabochon 
that demanded a special setting and got one  
By Kieu Pham Gray

1 2

3

&Blue  
Yellow Lab

2 Trace both the cab and the 
shell onto a piece of paper to 

help prep your design.

3 Shape the 3mm x 1mm 
rectangle wire to the bottom 

of the stone and shell to create a 
frame for each, making sure the 
fl at side is facing up. I prefer using 
my nylon nose pliers to prevent 
marring the wire during shaping. 
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SKILLS
Intermediate metalsmithing

TIME IT TOOK
4 hours

MATERIALS
• Gem cabochon (labradorite shown)

• Shell 

• Gem bead with hole large enough for 
bead wire to pass through (London 
Blue topaz shown)

• 6" x ½" 26g fi ne silver sheet (width you 
need depends on thickness of your 
stone, length on size of your stone)

• 18" 3mm x 1mm sterling silver 
rectangle wire (depending on your 
design)

• 6" 3mm x 1.5mm sterling silver 
rectangle wire (depending on your 
design) 

• 10" sterling silver 18g wire

• 3" sterling silver 3mm rolo chain

• 16"-24" sterling silver bead chain 

• 2 sterling silver terminations 
for bead chain

• 2 3mm (OD) 19g sterling silver 
open jump rings

• 4 5mm (OD) 19g sterling silver 
open jump rings 

• 1 sterling silver lobster clasp

• Fine tip Sharpie

• Solder (hard, medium, easy)

• Flux

• Pickle

• 400, 500, 600 sandpaper

• Euro Lustre or tripoli

TOOLS 
Edge scissors (Fiskars preferred), metal 
fi les, bezel shears, curved burnisher, butane 
torch, tripod with mesh, fi re tweezers 

(cross-locking are best), soldering board 
of choice, rotary tool, muslin wheel for 
polishing or a buffi  ng wheel, heavy duty 
wire cutters, ultra fl ush wire cutters, nylon 
nose pliers, rawhide mallet, bench block, 
prong pusher, tube cutting pliers, wooden 
dowel rods of varying sizes depending on 
your design, caliper or divider, metal ruler, 
chain nose pliers

SOURCES
Labradorite cabochon from Shanghai Jade 
Gems; other materials from Urban Beader 
and Rio Grande. Most of the tools and 
materials for this project are available from 
well-stocked jewelry supply vendors, many 
of whom can be found in our Advertisers’ 
Index, page 102.

What You Need

Jewelry Project
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4-5 Use your tracing as a 
guide. Anneal and fl atten 

the wire with a rawhide mallet as 
needed, which may be several times. 

6 Cut and fi le the ends as needed 
to create a tight connection. 

7-8 Bend and shape wires to 
create a design for the 

inside of your frames. I cut arcs from 
wire rings I created over a wooden 
dowel for mine. 

9-10 Ensure all joins on the 
gemstone and shell 

frames make good connections, 
then solder all the pieces with hard 
solder. Pickle and dry. 

MAIN BEZEL
Measure the circumference of your 
cabochon with a measuring tape 
to approximate the length of bezel 
wire you will need. Add at least 6mm 
extra for play when you match up 
the ends. Transfer this measurement 
to the 26g fi ne silver sheet.

7

10

8

11

6

9

12

11 Using the edge scissors, cut 
a decorative edge along one 

edge of the sheet metal. 

12 If the edge of your metal has 
warped from that cutting, 

fl atten it with a rawhide mallet on a 
bench block.

13 With your caliper, measure 
the height of your cabochon 

from the bottom to where it begins 
to curve, then add the height of the 
wire, 1.5mm. 

4 5
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14 Use this as the measurement 
for the width of your bezel 

wire. With a metal ruler, create a 
guideline for cutting the bezel.

Cut the bezel the length of your 
stone using a bench shear or bezel 
shear. Flatten again with a rawhide 
mallet as needed. 

15 Shape your bezel around the 
outer edge of the frame for 

the cabochon. Trim as needed. Make 
sure the ends meet perfectly.

16 To check for fi t, you’ll want to 
place your stone in the frame 

with the bezel wire.

17 You may need to sand down 
the bezel if it is too tall. 

Remember, the taller your bezel, the 
less you will see of the stone. 

Solder the bezel joint together with 
hard solder. You could fuse, but I pre-
fer to solder to prevent any possibility 
of distortion of the decorative edge.

18 Solder the bezel to the base 
with medium solder. 

ARCH AND SHELL

19 Using the 3mm x 1.5mm rect-
angle wire, create an arch. For 

a sharper more defi ned bend, miter 
the corner by cutting and fi ling. 

17

20

18

2119

16

13 14 15

20 Solder together with hard 
solder.

21 Using 18g wire, cut 3-4 pegs 
¼" or as long as necessary to 

go over the shell. 
Solder the pegs to the outside of 

the frame with medium solder in key 
points so as to hold the shell in place. 
Pickle, rinse, and dry all the pieces. 
Sand and fi le any joints and edges as 
needed on all pieces.
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22 Mark the top of the arch for 
drilling. 

23 To ensure that the drill holes 
are evenly cut, use a divider 

or caliper to mark the second hole.

24 Use a horned anvil to center 
punch you drilling point. 

25 Drill holes at the end of each 
wire for the bead chain.

26 Solder the arch to the back 
of the labradorite bezel unit, 

leaving enough wire hanging below 
the bezel to allow for a jump ring.

23

26

29

24

27

30

25

28

Solder 
the jump 
ring to the 

shell frame, 
ensuring that the 
ring opening is at 
the solder joint. 
This placement will 
prevent the ring 
from opening.

TIP!

22

27 Trim the bottom of the peg 
wire on the shell, then fi le 

and sand both ends of each peg to 
create an angle. This will take off  
any sharp edges and give the pegs 
a smoother transition to the shell 
form.

28 Attach a jump ring onto one 
end of the chain. Solder the 

jump ring to the shell frame, ensuring 
that the ring opening is at the solder 
joint. This placement will prevent the 
ring from opening. Use easy solder 
paste. Repeat with another jump ring 
approximately ⅓   of the way around 
the shell on the opposite side.
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Attach a jump ring to the end of 
each chain, attach to the rectangle 
wire, and solder closed. Use easy 
solder; I like to use solder paste for 
jump rings because it is so much 
easier. Pickle, rinse, and dry the entire 
pendant. 

Sand and polish the entire piece 
inside and out.

SETTINGS

29 Set the shell into the mount-
ing using a prong pusher. 

Make sure that each peg hugs the 
shell tightly and that the shell does 
not slip through the pegs.

31 32

See 
More Work

THEIR TURN, PAGE 8

That 
Flashy Cab

SMOKIN’ STONES
PAGE 36

Improve Joins

How to 
Solder 
Jewelry 
(videos)

www.interweave.com/jewelry

30 Set the labradorite in place 
using a burnisher or bezel 

pusher.
Sand and polish again as needed.

BEAD AND CLOSURE

31 String the bead into place 
using the bead chain.

32 Terminate the bead chain 
with crimping ends.

Attach a clasp on one end of the 
chain and a catch on the opposite 
end.

KIEU PHAM GRAY has been creating jewelry for almost 20 years. She and her husband, Andy, own and 
operate www.TheUrbanBeader.com, where they work to provide the industry with specialty supplies and 
tools. Most recently, she co-founded www.EverCrafting.com, a social media site for serial crafters.
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B
y the time Game of Thrones 
wound to an end earlier 
this year, it was attract-
ing more than 12 million 

viewers worldwide. Medieval infl uence 
had crept into popular jewelry in an 
increasingly noticeable way. Both male 
and female characters on the HBO se-
ries wore jewelry customized with their 
kingdom’s insignia — dragon, wolf, 
hawk, or rose — to empower them. 

Men and women wore signet rings, 
pendants, chains, and bracelets 

throughout the run of that show, 
and the jewelry got more ostenta-
tious with each season. The “hand” 
(as in right-hand man) of the king 
or queen was pinned with a brooch 
carrying the kingdom’s insignia. At 
every turn, jewelry marked pivotal 
events and characters were defi ned 
by their medieval-revival jewels.

Reflecting Forward
But contemporary jewelry design-
ers were making a splash with 

Revival-style jewels long before GoT 
debuted. Turkish designer Sevan Bi-
cakci made a name for himself with 
Medieval-style jewelry inspired by 
the Ottoman Empire: gem-studded 
padlocks, dagger motifs, and bulky 
intaglio rings carved with ancient 
symbols. 

Michael Jensen and Emanuela 
Duca pair rough-textured oxidized 
silver with polished gold and gem 
accents to give it the feel of long-
buried treasure. Lilly Fitzgerald and 

Revival
Where past meets present By Cathleen McCarthy

Lilly Fitzgerald
Necklace
Moonstone, 22K gold
PHOTO: COURTESY LILLY FITZGERALD
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Judith Kaufman both produce fi nely 
fi nished gold pieces inspired by Re-
vival jewels of the late 19th century. 

Younger artists have begun to 
reinterpret former design styles in 
their own ways. Loren Nicole cre-
ates high-karat gold revival jewelry 
that “embodies the spirit of antiq-
uity,” using tools and techniques 
goldsmiths invented centuries ago. 
Doryn Wallach looks to the stylized 
motifs and geometric patterns of Art 
Deco jewelry and architecture.

To some degree, jewelry is always 
circling back, echoing the past. The 
trend we now call stacking was 
standard practice (and far more ex-
treme) for indigenous people around 
the world. In the 1840s, bracelets 
were the primary — often the only — 
item of jewelry worn, nearly always 
in stacks. Victorians were prodigious 
stackers of everything. 

But the key to the success of most 
revival jewelry is that it’s not a direct 
copy of what came before but a 
reinterpretation. Nineteenth century 
Revival jewels are rarely mistaken 

for the ancient originals on which 
they were inspired. They are prod-
ucts of their time, fi nished with the 
tools and symmetry of the Gilded 
Age and designed to be worn with 
Victorian fashions.

Likewise, contemporary revival 
jewelry may echo the glory of An-
cient Rome or Egypt or Elizabethan 
England, but it’s usually cleaner and 
more streamlined, molded subtly 
into forms that fi t jewelry as we 
know and wear it today. We may 
love to admire the intricate layers 
of granulation, embellishment, and 
beadwork found in ancient tombs, 
but we’re not going to wear it to 
a party. The trick of the successful 
revivalist jeweler is embodied in the 
word “revival,” which is, in one sense, 
an improvement on something that 
came before, a regeneration of 
something outmoded into some-
thing fresh and desirable.

Layers of Meaning
Certain motifs have been surfac-
ing in jewelry since the beginning 
of civilization, adapted on each 
occasion for their own time. Most 
19th-century cameos made some 
reference to Classical myth. The dif-
ference between revivalist jewelers 
and everyone else is that revivalists 
tend to look to the ancient jeweler’s 
renderings of those motifs — in 
other words, the ancient jewelry 
itself — rather than starting from 
nature (or scratch).

“I like the layered meanings of 
revival jewelry and the way they can 
act as vehicles of storytelling,” says 
Emily Stoehrer, jewelry curator at the 
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.

As Game of Thrones reminded us, 
animal motifs in ancient jewelry were 
not just considered attractive, they 

carried spiritual power — and the 
power is strongest when the wearer 
identifi es with the spirit animal. “Ani-
mals served an amuletic function as 
symbols of protection,” says Stoeh-
rer. “Wearing these amulets was a 
way to transfer the power of those 
animals to the wearer.”

Beetles are a good example. The 
large dung beetle of ancient Egypt 
was a symbol of immortality and 
resurrection, so not surprisingly 
became a central motif found in 
Egyptian tombs. Loren Nicole intro-
duced a new take on the scarab in 
her most recent Egyptian-inspired 
line that debuted at the Couture 
show in June: sleek hammered 
beetle earrings with diamonds set in 
granulated gold heads.

Probably the most enduring ani-
mal in jewelry history is the snake, 

design

Doryn Wallach
Gladiator Ring
1.05tcw blue sapphires, 18K satin yellow gold
PHOTO: COURTESY DORYN WALLACH

“Snakes have been 
a motif in jewelry 

throughout 
history and 
right up to 

contemporary 
times, with 

great examples 
by Bulgari and 

Elsa Peretti. It’s 
a theme that’s 

intrigued artists 
for thousands of 

years for varying 
reasons.”
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Revival

another symbol of transformation 
and eternity, one that proved even 
more universal and wearable than 
the beetle. Revival jewelry hit its ze-
nith in the second half of the 1800s, 
when nearly all jewelry could be 
described as some kind of revival. 
But well before that, the snake jewel 
of ancient Egypt had appeared and 
reappeared for centuries. 

Many contemporary jewelers 
continue to incorporate serpents 
in forms that began in ancient 
times. As a creature that wraps 
itself around limbs, the snake lends 
itself perfectly to rings, bracelets, 
and necklaces. But the serpent also 
carries potent symbolism, linked to 
myths predating the biblical Garden 
of Eden.

“Snakes have been a motif in 
jewelry throughout history and right 
up to contemporary times, with 
great examples by Bulgari and Elsa 
Peretti,” Stoehrer says. “It’s a theme 

Etruscan Revival Bracelet
Ernesto Pierret
French
About 1860
Gold
Museum purchase with funds donated by the 
Rita J. and Stanley H. Kaplan Family Foundation, 
Jean S. and Frederic A. Sharf, and Monica S. Sadler

PHOTO © MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON

Judith Kaufman
Earrings
Chrysoprase, 22K gold
PHOTO: COURTESY JUDITH KAUFMAN
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that’s intrigued artists for thousands 
of years for varying reasons. Diff er-
ent cultures had diff erent meanings 
they applied to the snake.”

By 1800, European jewelers had 
perfected the linked necklace of 
slinky enameled scales and cabo-
chon jeweled head that, more often 
than not, clasped in front by biting 
its own tail. These necklaces were 
adaptations of an ancient symbol 
of eternity known as “ouroboros,” 
an image pictured in an ancient 
Egyptian text found in the tomb of 
Tutankhamun, dating to the 14th 
century B.C. 

If you look at snake bangles 
throughout history, you can usu-
ally identify when they were made 
and worn. Tiff any made one in the 
1970s, for example, that was stiff  
and gleaming in polished gold. You 
can tell it immediately from more 
recent snake bangles which are 
often covered in gems. 

Dada Arrigoni’s snakes glitter 
with pavé brown diamonds, at-
tached to a rounded leather band 
that encircles the wrist fi ve times, 
creating a stacked rock-star look. 
Temple St. Claire, Sevan Bicakci, 

and Jade Trau cover their coiled 
snakes in diamonds, Bicakci adding 
oxidized silver mesh to one of his. 
Wendy Yue gave her snake brace-
lets scales of cabochon sapphire 
and opal.

“It’s interesting to see how this 
tradition continues today,” Stoehrer 
says. The best contemporary reviv-
alist jewelry “clearly engages with 
the past,” she says. “But it’s also 
clearly designed in a diff erent scale 
and looks completely diff erent than 
the originals or the 19th-century 
Revivalist jewelry.”

CATHLEEN MCCARTHY has covered 
jewelry and business for Town & Country, JCK, The 
Washington Post, and her own site, TheJewelry-
Loupe.com. She also writes the Net Profi ts column 
for Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist and www.
interweave.com/jewelry.

Scarab Brooch
Cartier (French, founded in 1847) 
England (London), 1924
Gold, platinum, faience, diamonds, 
emeralds, smoky quartz, and enamel
Vincent Wulveryck, Cartier Collection © Cartier

PHOTO © MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON
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Egyptian Revival Necklace
Louis Comfort Tiffany
American, 1848-1933
About 1913
Gold, lapis lazuli, amber, and turquoise
Private Collection

PHOTO © MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON

ands 
ffer-
ngs

ad Doryn Wallach
Necklace
Marbled agate pendant, South Sea pearl, 
0.80tcw diamonds, 30" ball chain, 18K satin 
yellow gold
PHOTO: COURTESY DORYN WALLACH
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J
ewelry doesn’t get more 
authentically ancient than 
Loren Nicole’s. That’s the lure 
as well as the challenge. Loren 

is a trained archaeologist, a scholar 
of antiquities who stumbled into 
jewelry-making while researching 
ancient metalwork.

After getting her degree in 
anthropology, specializing in 
Pre-Columbian archaeology, she 
worked as an intern at the American 
Museum of Natural History in New 
York for a couple years. She began 
studying ancient jewelry-making 
techniques as a way to understand 
the antiquities she was dealing 
with. “I was studying ancient 
metalworking for practical reasons, 
just trying to fi gure out fusing from 
soldering, why they would attach 
things a certain way,” she says.

She learned to make jewelry using 
the same tools the ancients used — 
fi les, hammers, fl ame — and never 
really got beyond that.

Strong Start, Clean 
Finish
She introduced her handmade high-
karat gold revival-style jewels at the 
Jewelers of America show in New 
York in 2016 and, to her surprise, 
found a niche immediately. Entering 
“The Big Pitch” at that show brought 
her to the attention of the organiz-
ers who encouraged her to apply for 

the emerging designer section of 
the Couture Show in Vegas, run by 
the same company. 

I saw her jewelry at both shows 
that year. There wasn’t much then 
but it stood out: high-karat gold 
chains, colorful cabs mounted in 
revival-style charms, a polished 
open cuff  bracelet carved as a 
polished cylinder from clear quartz 
and capped with textured gold. Her 
jewelry had the patina, basic shapes, 
and rich color of ancient gold but 
the feel of something more contem-
porary. It reminded me a bit of the 

jewelry you fi nd in antiquity auctions 
labeled “ancient ringstone in modern 
setting.”

I began following her progress on-
line, looking for her booth at shows. 
By last year’s Vegas show, she had a 
range of work reminiscent of a few 
diff erent ancient cultures, yet always 
with that clean fi nish, something 
unique that tied it all together.

“I always make it super clear 
that I’m not making replicas,” she 
says. “My goal is to capture the 
spirit of whatever civilization I’m 
representing.” 

Ancient 
Reinvented
Loren Nicole turned a study of antiquity into a popular 
jewelry line By Cathleen McCarthyeen

Amulet Ring
Tawaret, Goddess of Mothers 
and Children
22K yellow gold, aquamarine, 
Paraíba tourmaline

In the Nile  
22K yellow gold, sapphire, 
moonstone 
Hand-raised chasing and 
repoussé cuff
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She usually begins by fl ipping 
through books on the culture, 
looking for what she calls the “key 
shapes” that crop up in textiles, ar-
chitecture, friezes, and especially the 
jewelry. “Egyptians favored long oval 
shapes like the ones you fi nd in my 
signet rings. Asians preferred this fat 
heart shape.” 

She also examines how metalsmiths 
treated their metal. “Do they texture 
it? Do they leave it smooth? What’s 
the common theme of the fi nish?”

Greeks and Egyptians were very 
diff erent in their approach to this, she 

says, just as ancient Indian cultures 
were diff erent from Asian cultures. 
“I’m looking for what’s really recog-
nizable and basic to the large pieces, 
rather than the exact patterns they 
created with their granules.”

For all the colorful gems — cabo-
chons, animal carvings, rough lapis 
— and the subtle texturing of metal, 
when you look close at Loren’s 
jewelry, you begin to notice the 
jewelry itself is never fussy the way 
ancient goldwork often is. “Ancient 
stuff  tends to be a lot more layered. 
There’s a lot going on with it,” she 

design

Charm Necklace 
22K yellow gold, rock 

crystal, morganite, tanzanite, 
peridot, dumortierite, 
aquamarine, emerald, 

tourmaline

Hellenic Carved Bangle 
22K yellow gold, rock crystal 
Based on ancient Greek bangles, stone 
carved in Idar-Oberstein

Roman Signet Ring
22K yellow gold, tanzanite

“I always make it 
super clear that 
I’m not making 

replicas. My goal 
is to capture the 

spirit of whatever 
civilization I’m 
representing.”
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Ancient Reinvented

says. “I have to restrain myself be-
cause that’s not what people today 
want, that tedious decoration on 
every possible surface.”

For her gem carvings, she works 
with three diff erent lapidaries. Two 
are from well-known carving families 
based in the German gem carving 
center of Idar-Oberstein, one is in 
NYC. At fi rst, she took whatever they 
had available. These days, there is 
more of a collaboration. She tells 
them the shapes and animal forms 
she’s looking for. They tell her what 
material they have available and 
recommend certain stones for certain 
purposes.

The Right Stuff
When she’s doing granulation, Loren 
uses powdered malachite to get the 
copper pickle necessary for fus-
ing gold granules — likely what the 
ancient Egyptians used for this. So is 
the source of her fl ame. She uses “a 
very old-style pipe blowtorch,” the 
kind often used by German gold-
smiths, she says. One pipe goes into 

the propane, another goes into her 
mouth. 

“You can control the temperature 
of the fl ame with your breath, which 
is really nice because you have such 
a small window where the tempera-
ture is just right for all that malachite 
and copper,” she says. “Your breath 
can slide under and basically acts like 
a solder for the granules. Because 
granules adhere at a very specifi c 
temperature, the ability to have such 
precise control over it is ideal.”

Egyptian and Greek goldsmiths 
did something very similar in ancient 

“Men seem more 
interested in 
the alloys and 
the different 
types of ancient 
metalsmithing. 
Women are 
sometimes 
interested in 
that but they 
tend to be 
more into the 
aesthetics and 
the romance of 
the story, the 
different gods 
or civilizations.”

Rising Sun Post Earrings
22K yellow gold, diamond
Chasing and repoussé form with 
granulation

SILLA FISH NECKLACE 

22K YELLOW GOLD, ROCK CRYSTAL, 
HAND-WOVEN MESH CHAIN, MODIFIED 
FROM AN ANCIENT GREEK STYLE CHAIN. 
PART OF THE 2018 SILLA COLLECTION 
INSPIRED BY THE ANCIENT KOREAN 
KINGDOM OF SILLA. 
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times, she points out: “They would 
use reeds and blow air through bam-
boo pipes to concentrate the fl ame.”

Despite the fast-growing demand 
for her jewelry, she still makes it 
all herself using the most primitive 
tools. “I don’t use any electricity 
except a fl ex shaft to drill holes, 
just to make my life easier,” she 
says. “I don’t have much use for 
electric tools.”

Her jewelry has that deep yellow 
luminescence of ancient gold, a col-
or she achieves with an alloy of high-
karat gold with silver and copper. 
“The copper gives it that warmth 
of ancient gold, which is chemically 
very similar — almost identical — to 
the majority of high-karat gold jew-
elry you see represented in ancient 
collections: Greek, Roman, Egyptian, 
even Korean and Indian,” Nicole 
says. “Anything that looks like that 
color is basically the same.”

Her own alloy was developed not 
just to resemble the original ancient 
gold but “for very practical reasons.” 
She combines 22K gold with just 
enough fi ne silver and copper to 
allow her to fuse her granulation and 
the links in the chains she weaves. “If 
there were any more copper, I’d have 
to solder it,” she says.

Until recently, she made this alloy 
herself. Recently, she began buying 
it as sheet and wire from Hoover & 
Strong, well known for working in 
recycled and fair-mined gold.

Selling Point
Nicole is fi nally learning contempo-
rary metalsmithing techniques, but 
the primitive methods she employs 
have become a selling point — es-
pecially for men. While most of 
her jewelry is designed for women, 
about 70 percent of her customers 
are men. 

The men who buy from her range 
in age from about 30 to 60, skew-
ing younger overall than her fe-
male customers, who are usually 
jewelry collectors in their 50s and 

60s, educated and interested in art. 
While many of her male customers 
are buying jewelry for the women in 
their lives, they often buy the most 
substantial pieces for themselves, 
including chains, big rings with gem 
carvings, and leather necklaces with 
big gold clasps.

Men are often attracted to a dif-
ferent aspect of her jewelry than the 
women. “I give them a bit of infor-
mation on the gemstones from an 
investment standpoint,” she says. 
“I think that’s part of it, but in terms 
of the jewelry, I sense my collection 
is attracting men because they like 
the science behind it.

“Men seem more interested in 
the alloys and the diff erent types of 
ancient metalsmithing. Women are 
sometimes interested in that but 
they tend to be more into the aes-
thetics and the romance of the story, 
the diff erent gods or civilizations.”

All those aspects have become 
integral to her line, one an extension 
of the other. Rather than specializing 
in the jewelry of one specifi c time 
period or civilization, she tends to 
mix it up. At Vegas jewelry week this 
summer, she launched an Egyptian 
line showcasing scarab earrings with 
triangular diamond-set heads, and 
rings set with gems carved as frogs, 
dogs, and other Egyptian gods. Now 
she’s working on a line inspired by 
Viking culture.

As fresh as it all looks, if you 
don’t love ancient gold you prob-
ably won’t love Loren Nicole jewelry. 
“It’s not for everyone. My client is 
probably one to three percent of the 
world’s population,” she says with a 
laugh. “I recognize how limited it is 
and I’m totally fi ne with that. What 
I’ve found is that I’m attracting col-
lectors, not one-off  purchases.”

CATHLEEN MCCARTHY has covered 
jewelry and business for Town & Country, JCK, 
The Washington Post, and her own site, The
JewelryLoupe.com. She also writes the Net Profi ts 
column for Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist and 
www.interweave.com/jewelry.
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“CAN YOU DRAW 
cartoons to illustrate 
a dry-as-dust safety 

manual so people will be willing to 
look at it?” 

Long ago, when I was studying art 
history in grad school (a degree I never 
fi nished), I started trying to earn my 
way by making art. I put an ad in the 
local free paper, off ering freelance 
artwork at $10 an hour. People called 
me with all kinds of projects, including 
that safety manual request. “Sure!” I 
responded to that one, never having 
drawn cartoons before. I am still very 
proud of the result, and the client was 
happy. Whatever people wanted done, 
I would say yes (except to the guy who 
wanted me to paint his body) — then 
fi gure it out.

Recently a customer approached me 
with this request. “I’d like a ring like this 
for my husband for our anniversary,” 
she said. “But could you make it 
domed on the inside [she meant 

comfort-fi t] and on the outside, too?” 
Naturally, I said “Sure.” The ring 

she showed me was a landscape of 
the Blue Ridge Mountains, created in 
EZ960 sterling silver clay. So that’s 
how I did her husband’s ring as well. 
Since I had never done a domed metal 
clay ring before, I ended up making six 
or eight rings before I was satisfi ed. I 
didn’t mind — I was learning something 
new. Now you, gentle reader, get to 
learn how I did it without all the fuss 
and bother. 

My technique involves making a 
polymer clay mold. If you have worked 
with metal clay, you are probably used 
to rolling it out and pressing it onto 
a texture, possibly using cards or the 
like to control the thickness, and that’s 
almost the whole process. Here, most 
of the process is in the preparation: 
you’ll be doing a lot more work with 
polymer clay than with metal clay!

For more on molds, see the sidebar 
“Mold Making.”

POLYMER CLAY MOLD 
AND FORM/“PUSHER”
You can, of course, make an 
absolutely plain domed ring — 
but where’s the fun in that? So 
begin by choosing or creating 
the pattern or texture for your 
ring. I suspect I started with 
just about the hardest goal — a 
landscape of mountains, which 
I tried both as a fairly literal 
interpretation as well as a more 
abstract version that might also 
be waves.

1 This is the more abstract 
design. My landscapes were 

created by cutting out ridicu-
lously small bits of diff erently 
textured paper and gluing them 
to a backing sheet. I included 
strips to create slightly raised 
edges — one of my client’s spe-
cifi c requests. It is important that 
the original you use is positive, 

Go beyond flat and make a domed ring with a comfort 
fit using metal clay  By Noël Yovovich

Fit for
a Finger 

1 2 3
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SKILLS
Basic metal clay fabrication

TIME IT TOOK
About 2 hours plus fi ring time 

(and do-overs!)
Paper template: 1 hour
Polymer clay mold and 

“pusher”: ½ hour plus 
fi ring time

Ring: ½ hour

MATERIALS
• EZ960 Sterling Silver 

Clay, 12 grams

• Polymer clay

TOOLS
Metal clay: Basic tools and 
programmable metal clay kiln
Forming: Paper tube, 
dowels, steel tool handles 
or other heat-resistant 
cylindrical forms
Polymer clay: Basic tools, 
dedicated toaster oven

SOURCES
EZ960 Sterling & Coolslip 
available from CoolTools. 
Most of the other tools and 
materials for this project are 
available from well-stocked 
jewelry supply vendors, many 
of whom can be found in our 
Advertisers’ Index, page 102.

What
You Need

Jewelry Project

unlike the negative mold you would 
generally use for a texture with 
metal clay. 

2 This is the more literal design. 
Roll a layer of polymer clay over 

your original. Make it around 3mm 
thick and leave 3-4mm extra along 
each edge. 

3 Lay it face down on a cylindrical 
form. In this case, I chose a 

paper tube from a clothes hanger. 
Bear in mind that the mold will 
probably not totally conform to 
the form, so it may need to have a 
slightly smaller diameter than you 
actually want. It also needs to be 
able to tolerate the heat necessary 
to bake the polymer clay.

About Molds
I like to use polymer clay to make 

molds for metal clay. I make molds from 
just about anything, but especially from 
my own pierced-metal pieces. I’m also 
fond of creating layered-paper originals 
to reproduce in metal clay. You can 
make a mold — an impression — from 
anything with a fairly shallow texture or 
pattern to it. 

For making this domed ring with metal 
clay, we need a polymer clay mold 
because we’ll need to curve the clay 
and bake it that way. At first I tried a 
paper original, then shaping it on a 
curved surface, then making a polymer 
mold from it, but found an easier way. 
Leave the paper flat, make the polymer 
impression, then lay that onto a curved 
surface face-down before baking it.
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Jewelry Project  FIT FOR A FINGER

4 Bake it according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. It should 

look something like this.

5 Roll a second strip of polymer 
clay of similar thickness, plain. 

Trim the edges to be about 2mm 
wider than your actual ring will be, 
and angle the edges to make a sharp 
edge once the narrow strip is also 
curved. This will be the shape for 
the inside of the ring. I think of this 
form as a “pusher,” because I push 
or press the metal clay into the mold 
using this piece on top. The degree of 
dome does not need to be the same.

Tip: Keep the dome fairly shallow, 
especially if you are doming both 
the inside and the outside, to keep 
the ring from being too thick to fit 
comfortably between fingers.

PRACTICE, PRACTICE, 
PRACTICE
Once your polymer pieces are 
formed and fi red, you’re ready to . 
. . do a bunch more experimenting 
using polymer clay. 

I urge you to use polymer clay to go 
through the entire process of making 
the ring so that you don’t end up 
drying out your metal clay while you 
try to get the steps just right. You 
may fi nd that you need to change the 
width or the degree of curve of one 
part or another, and much better to 
fi gure that out using polymer clay. 
So even though I will now describe 
the making of the metal clay ring, 
practice it fi rst! This is especially 
important if you are using a form of 
metal clay that is less forgiving than 
my favorite, EZ960.

6 Roll a cylinder. Hopefully you 
have experimented enough to 

have a good sense of how thick it 
should be. For my ring, I needed 
about half of a 25g package of clay, 
rolled out to about 5mm.

7 Apply oil or lubricant to the 
mold. Wipe off  any excess. 

Lay the metal clay carefully on the 
center of the pattern. If you are not 
doming the inside, roll it fl at on the 
back while pressing it into the mold. 

7

5

8

6

9

4

Keep the 
dome 
fairly 

shallow, 
especially 
if you are 
doming both 
the inside and 
the outside, to 
keep the ring 
from being 
too thick to fit 
comfortably 
between 
fingers.

TIP!
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10

Tip! It is virtually impossible to 
bring together a seam with a per-
fectly continuous pattern or texture. 
If, like me, you are a fussbudget, the 
final step before final drying and 
firing is to carve in any interrupted 
details. Metal clay in general, and 
EZ960 in particular, carves very 
well. My tools of choice for this 
fix are tiny, sharp, wood carving 
tools such as the micro ones from 
Dockyard™. One is visible in the 
center of this gathering of tools 
used in this project.

Form After 
Firing?
I did try firing one of these rings 
flat and soldering it afterwards. 
If it is sintered to its maximum 
density and the ring is not unduly 
thick, this clay can be formed 
into a ring after firing. Like all 
metal clay I have ever used, it is 
very difficult to solder a seam 
beautifully, though. I have had 
good success adding wet clay 
to fired using EZ960, so if no 
soldering has been done, cracks 
or irregularities that become 
visible after firing can be 
repaired and refired.

If you are creating a comfort fi t, as I 
did, press the metal clay down with 
fi ngers or brayer just enough to be 
sure it stays centered and straight.

8 Lay the domed pusher carefully 
on the metal clay and squeeze 

the parts together as evenly as 
possible.

Turn the “sandwich” so that the 
pusher is down and lift off  the mold. 
Trim the edges with a poly blade 
while the clay is still supported on 
the pusher to avoid fl attening the 
other side.

In the real world — or at least in 
mine — it took multiple tries to get 
the clay centered correctly with the 
image complete and the edges of 
equal thickness. So examine every-
thing carefully and, if necessary, mush 
it up and try again.

Double Duty: Make and Use 
Simple Molds for Metal Clay 

Jewelry (on-demand webinar)

Make Molds 
with Noël

Make Simple Molds for 
Repeating Jewelry Designs in 
Metal Clay and More (video)

www.interweave.com/jewelryNOËL YOVOVICH is a professional metalsmith and maker, writing articles about jewelry making and teach-
ing jewelry classes around the country. Learn more and watch for workshops and classes at Noël Yovovich 
Art Jewelry on Facebook and on her website: www.NoelYovovich.Bigcartel.com.

9 Once you are satisfi ed, cut the 
ring to length. Cut the ends 

diagonally, in the same direction 
at both ends, so the overlap will 
be larger than a simple butt joint. 
Score the surface and wet it.

10 Very gently and carefully 
coax the ends together and 

blend them enough to make them 
stay together, then set the ring 
aside to get stiff .

Once the ring is dry enough to 
handle, you can work more wet clay 
into the joint as necessary to make 
it strong and even. Don’t worry if 
the ring is not round; EZ960 is easy 
to reshape after fi ring. You can also 
fi x interrupted details (see tip).

Fire and fi nish!
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Fire Up Your Passion for PMC with the  

Getting Started Precious
Metal Clay Course Series!
Follow along with expert Darlene Armstrong as she teaches 
you how to torch fire PMC through four beginning courses:

Introduction Course: Learn the basics to 
work with PMC

Molded Earrings Course: Use molds and 
found objects in your home to create 
texture and shape

Plus, the course content is available to you anytime, anywhere!  
Work at your own pace through video lessons and interactive learning 
opportunities that will spark your passion for making jewelry!

Overlay Earrings Course: Learn how 
to overlay precious metal clay to add 
dimension to your piece

Faceted Stones Course: Incorporate 
faceted stones to create a professional 
and complete look! 

www.interweave.com
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NO RULES DICTATE what is 
right or wrong or when it 
comes to artwork.The truth 

is, how we respond to art is deter-
mined by our sense of aesthetics. 
This is especially true for jewelry 
design. So let’s shift our focus from 
setting stones in metal and try 
something diff erent — something a 
bit more, shall we say, edgy.

We all know that leather on metal 
is a neat combination. Just go to 
any Renn Faire or pirate festival. We 
also know that when you work with 
leather, there will always, always be 
scraps that seem like virtual throw-
aways. But wait! They’re not! In fact, 
those scraps are precious, especially 
with exotic leathers. And with a little 
ingenuity, these can be used to cre-
ate something that will complement 
the stylish threads of your seafaring 
alter ego. 

1 Take four pieces of 18 gauge brass 
sheet. Draw two circles on each. 

Each circle should be 1.5 inches in 
diameter. On one set, draw an inner 
circle that is 1⅜ inches in diameter.

2 Use a disc cutter to pop out the 
circles. If you don’t have a disc 

cutter, you can use a jeweler’s saw. 
Yes, it takes longer, but the results 
are essentially the same.

3 Did you notice that one set of 
circles was concentric? That’s 

because that set will be used as a lip 
to surround the alligator skin. Kind of 

like setting a stone, only without the 
hassle of using a bezel pusher.

4 To keep things simple, this proj-
ect involves only one soldering 

operation: that top ring. So, solder 
it on with medium silver solder or a 
brass color-matching silver solder. 
Yes, they do make those. Also, this is 
a good time to use that 1⁄16 inch drill 
bit to drill the hole for the earwires. 
You can also texture that outer ring 
if you like.

Make earrings that mix organics with metallics for some 
swashbuckling fun  By Roger Halas

Adorn Your 
Inner Pirate

1

4

2

3

5
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TIME IT TOOK
2 hours

SKILLS
Basic metal fabrication
Leather work

MATERIALS
• 18 gauge brass sheet

• Alligator leather scrap

• Sterling silver earwires

TOOLS
Torch setup, jeweler's saw, 
Foredom or Dremel, circle 
template fi les, pliers, 1⁄16 inch 
drill bit, disc cutter (optional), 
epoxy

SOURCES
Most of the tools and 
materials for this project are 
available from well-stocked 
jewelry supply vendors, many 
of whom can be found in our 
Advertisers’ Index, page 102.

What
You Need

Jewelry Project

See 
More Work

THEIR TURN, PAGE 8

5 And now the fun part. Use 
scissors or your disc cutter to 

cut two pieces of alligator leather 
to fi t inside the outer ring. In other 
words, make the diameters 1.5 
inches. It’s pretty simple, but it’s 
always a good idea to measure. 

And fi nally, add those sterling sil-
ver earwires. These are available at 
most local craft stores like Michael’s 
or Joann Fabrics. Once fi nished, you 
will have a nice new set of earrings 
fi t for a privateer.

ROGER HALAS is a stone cutter, metalsmith 
and jewelry designer who specializes in science 
fi ction and fantasy themes. He also works in the 
fi lm industry as a costume designer and prop 
maker. He can be reached through Instagram at 
rhalascreations, or through Facebook.
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STARING AT THE JUNK in 
my bench drawer one day, I 
wondered what I should do 

with all of it. Scrap it for money? Melt 
it down and make ingots? Recycle 
it somehow, maybe upcycle it, I 
thought. All it needs is a little help. 
Then it hit me. I’d challenge myself 
to make a project using only what I 
had on hand, and all the metal had to 
come from my drawer. Now I had a 
plan, but what would it look like?

Next, I started going through the 
scraps of paper I lovingly call my 
sketchbook and came across a quick 
drawing that captured my imagination. 
The sketch of four pie shapes on a 
ring looked like it had potential, but 
it needed a little help, too. I started 
to think about the design and what it 
represented to me. The four directions, 
a circle, diff erent textures, misaligned 
symmetry . . . I realized it kind of repre-
sented life. Well, my life anyway. (Don’t 
get me started — we don’t have that 
kind of time.) Inspired, I got to work.

THE WHAT

1 I returned to the drawer and 
grabbed some metal, then a few 

stones I had lying around.

2 With my sketch and materials 
in front of me, I had the what 

to use. Then I started to fi gure out 
the how, as in how to make this 
thing. 

INNER CIRCLE

3 The fi rst component to 
construct is the ring or inner 

circle, which holds everything 
together. (Like, what’s your 
anchor in life? The imagery just 
keeps getting better!) For that, I 
took a piece of half round silver 
wire and annealed it. 

4 I then ran the wire through 
the rolling mill to get a little 

texture on it. 

5 After annealing the piece again, 
I went to work forming it into a 

1⅜" circle. To me, this is the hardest 
step of the project. You are trying 
to bend the metal on its side while 
it wants to lie the other way, so you 
have to keep fl attening it. There are 
a couple of ways to form this. You 
can use mandrel pliers, forming 
stakes, or my trusty old stand-by: 
the anvil horn. 

A pendant symbolizing change and continuity is also the 
perfect opportunity for using up scrap!  By Jeff Fulkerson

Circle of Life

1

4

2

5

3
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SKILLS
Sawing
Filing
Stamping
Roller printing
Soldering 
Cabochon setting

TIME IT TOOK
About 3 hours

MATERIALS
• 1" x 3" 22 gauge sterling

• 1" x 1" 22 gauge copper

• 3" 14 gauge square 
sterling wire

• Jump ring

• ⅛" x 5" 20 gauge 
sterling strip

•  . . . or whatever you have 
lying around!

TOOLS
Rolling mill, solder setup, fi les, 
saw, stamps, bezel rocker, 
burnisher, liver-of-sulfur setup

SOURCES
Gwen Youngblood mill 
patterns available at 
www.etsy.com/shop/
rollingmillresources or 
rollingmillgwen@gmail.com. 
Danny Wade stamps available 
at ferrovalleytool@gmail.
com. Most of the tools and 
materials for this project are 
available from well-stocked 
jewelry supply vendors, many 
of whom can be found in our 
Advertisers’ Index, page 102.

What
You Need

Jewelry Project
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Jewelry Project  CIRCLE OF LIFE

6 When it’s pretty close, you can 
solder the circle closed with hard 

solder. After it was soldered, I did 
a little straightening up to get the 
circle rounder.

OUTSIDE CIRCLE PIECES

7 Next, I determined what size I 
wanted my outside circle to be 

using a circle guide.

8 Taking a scrap piece of 22 
gauge copper that already had 

a texture on it, I marked the exterior 
radius and took off  a couple of 
millimeters on the interior sides. I 
wanted my radius to stay pretty true 
but wanted to keep spaces between 
each quarter.

9 I cut it out with a jeweler’s saw 
and then fi led the edges smooth.

10 Before cutting out the other 
three quarters (I used silver), 

I wanted to texture each one dif-
ferently, and with something other 
than just my stable of brass pattern 
sheets to use in the rolling mill. 
Then I remembered some new pat-
terns that I had gotten from Gwen 
Youngblood — perfect! I made two 
more of my quarters using these 
patterns, the last one using 180 grit 
sandpaper.

I also made a small bezel for a little 
variscite cab I had lying around, and 
then soldered that onto one of the 
quarters.

11 For my last quarter, I wanted 
something a little diff erent than 

just a pattern, so I got out a Danny 
Wade stamp and put a border on 
the inside edges.

7

10

8

11

6

9

I set the 
quarters on 
the circle over 
the solder and 
supported them 
with little scraps 
of copper sheet 
I keep around 
my soldering 
station for just 
such occasions. 
(By the way, this 
is a great tip . . . 
you’re welcome!)
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ASSEMBLY
Now it’s time to put it all together.

12 On the front of my inner circle, 
I marked where I was going to 

position the quarters, then tinned 
those spots with medium solder. Be 
sure you are tinning the front of your 
circle, as that is where you’ll solder 
the quarters.

13 I set the quarters on the circle 
over the solder and supported 

them with little scraps of copper 
sheet I keep around my soldering 
station for just such occasions. (By 
the way, this is a great tip . . . you’re 
welcome!)

14 After the quarters were 
securely soldered on, I 

made a bail out of some square 
wire I textured with one of my 
Fretz hammers, and soldered it 
on with easy solder. 

For a fi nish, I put the pendant 
in liver-of-sulfur, then hit it with 
some steel wool and the brass 
brush to bring out the textures 
and give the piece a little sheen 
to make it look old. 

15 I set the cab with a bezel 
rocker. 

16 Then I went to the 
stump and used a Danny 

Wade little tiny line stamp to 
essentially hammer set the 
stone, although I did it for the 
texture look. To hammer set 
the cab, carefully set the stamp 
next to the cab and gently tap 
it. I didn’t do this over the entire 
bezel as if I were really setting 
the stone this way, just every 
millimeter or so to give the 
bezel the texture I wanted. 

16

13 14

12

15

See 
More Work

THEIR TURN, PAGE 8

One Hour Bracelets with 
Jeff  Fulkerson (video)

www.interweave.com/jewelry

More 
Designs

JEFF FULKERSON has been creating 
imaginative jewelry for 30+ years and 
has taught at museums, schools, and 
events. The award-winning silversmith 
has studied such Native American greats 
as Richard Tsosie, Jesse Monongye, and 
Michael Cheatham. Noted for his meticulous 
execution and attention to detail, Jeff  loves 
the creative process of seeing his ideas take 
shape and come to life. See more of his 
work at www.aldenjeff riesdesign.com.
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pprenticeship is the 
time-honored pathway 
to learning many crafts 
and trades. In Europe, 

apprenticeships are still available 
to those who want to become fi ne 
jewelers. While apprenticeship is still 
alive and well in plumbing, carpen-
try, electrical and other contracting 
trades in the U.S., opportunities here 
for apprentice jewelers have largely 
dried up. Most small manufacturers 
and independent jewelers feel they 
cannot aff ord to sponsor appren-
tices. Large manufacturers, who are 
well placed to institute such pro-
grams, often don’t. 

Ironically, while expense is often 
the reason cited for not off ering 
such a program, a Canadian study 
has found that businesses that off er 
well thought-out and structured 
apprenticeships realize a return 
of $1.44 on every dollar invested. 
Something to remember mention-
ing if you are lucky enough to fi nd 
a jeweler or manufacturer at least 
willing to consider taking you on as 
an apprentice (see box "The Case 
for Apprenticeship," page 68).

As the fact of apprenticeship has 
dwindled, the use of the term has 
drifted and been applied to other 
opportunities, but these are just 

that: other opportunities. Taking 
a class or workshop — even with 
a master craftsperson — is not an 
apprenticeship. Even working for 
someone in a shop is not an ap-
prenticeship. According to the U.S. 
Department of Labor, “Apprentice-
ships combine paid on-the-job 
training with classroom instruction 
to prepare workers for highly-skilled 
careers” — a defi nition more in line 
with the long tradition of appren-
ticeships. At its best, the training 
program is structured so that both 
the master (as in “master of the 
craft”) and the apprentice know 
when the apprentice has acquired 

Live It & 
Learn It
What you might expect from an apprenticeship 
in the U.S. today  by Sharon Elaine Thompson
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the skills for one level and is ready 
for the next. 

Today’s remaining apprenticeships 
may vary as widely as the people 
off ering them. We talked to three 
jewelers who were fortunate enough 
to fi nd masters and asked what their 
training had been like. Here is what 
we learned from Washington-based 
jeweler and author Nanz Aalund, 
Colorado-based jeweler Sarah Gra-
ham, and Southern California-based 
jeweler Jim Grahl. 

Unintended Favor
Nanz Aalund knew from an early 
age that she wanted to be a jew-
eler, and at 15 approached a jeweler 
in her home town. Because her 
grandmother was a good client and 
because Aalund had off ered to work 
for free, he agreed to take her on.

For three years, she cleaned the 
bathrooms and swept the fl oors. 
She was also given the dirty job of 
refi ning scrap gold and re-alloying 
the pure gold back into 14K and 18K 
sizing stock. Although others in the 
shop may have thought themselves 
lucky to get rid of the task, it turned 
out later that they had done Aalund 
a favor. 

When the young apprentice fi nally 
asked the jeweler for more — to get 
bench training and get paid —the 
jeweler balked. “You’re a girl. You 
don’t want to get your hands dirty. 
You’re just going to have babies. 
Why should we teach you?” It was 
not such an uncommon response 
to female students at the time, but 
Aalund would have none of it. She 
left for the BFA program in Jewelry 
Design at Northern Illinois University, 
where the value of her apprentice-
ship, as minimal as it was, paid its 
fi rst dividend. She was given jobs 
as a teaching assistant and as Shop 
Steward due to her ability to handle 
acids safely. 

It also gave her an unusual thesis 
project. Having become fascinated 
with the process of alloying, Aalund 
took as her project an investiga-
tion into the coloration of gold. She 

canvassed family and friends for 
gold scraps — broken bits, old class 
rings — and refi ned her mixed bag 
into an ounce of pure gold. As part 
of her research, she looked into 
medieval alchemical texts for ways 
to alloy gold into blue, white, rose, 
green, and gray. “It was a lot of fun,” 
she says. 

After graduation, she applied for 
an apprenticeship with Meyer Broth-
ers. Again, her early apprenticeship 
paid off . She won her spot at Meyer’s 
because they were impressed by the 
jewelry pieces she’d made at NIU us-
ing the diff erent golds she’d alloyed 
herself.

From there she went on to design 
jewelry for Nordstrom, and later to 
work as a freelance designer, win-
ning numerous awards for her work. 
Eventually, Mary Lee Hu off ered her 

a teaching scholarship “to lure me 
away from freelance jewelry design 
and into getting my MFA at the Uni-
versity of Washington. 

“She wanted someone from the 
jewelry business to be teaching 
undergrads in the Metals program 
so they would get an understand-
ing of that as a possible career path. 
She was such an amazing teacher 
herself that I felt I was apprenticing 
again under her, but this time as an 
educator.” Hu’s ability as a teacher 
inspired Aalund to go on to get her 
M.Ed in College & Technical Teaching 
Curriculum.

 “If I hadn’t done that fi rst ap-
prenticeship, I wouldn’t have gotten 
into the BFA program and my career 
wouldn’t have snowballed,” says 
Aalund. “Still to this day, my knowl-
edge of gold alloys helps with every 

education

Jim Grahl
Necklace
Sterling silver, 18K gold, emeralds, coins from the Nuestra Senora de Atocha wreck of 1622
PHOTO: COURTESY J. GRAHL DESIGN
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Live It & Learn It

project and conversation I have with 
customers and industry colleagues. I 
currently have an apprentice, and it is 
helping me instruct her learning, too.”

But Was She Serious?
Sarah Graham’s job at a San Diego 
jewelry store piqued her interest 
in jewelry making — so much so 
she spent her days off  in the store 
watching the jeweler. “He had me 
start by cutting shapes out of a plate 
of metal,” she says. “It was enough 
to whet my appetite.”

When she looked for an appren-
ticeship, she found Ronald Hentges 
of D’Lanor Jewelers in Carmel, Cali-
fornia. At their fi rst meeting Hentges 
“said he would give me one week of 
testing and he would take me on if 
I passed. But before he would even 
do that, I had to wait a year.” That 
was the fi rst test: how committed 
was Graham? Would her interest still 
be strong a year later? It was and 
she returned. 

For her fi rst task, she was given a 
brass rod about one inch in diam-
eter and 12 inches long. “You had 
to fi le that surface fl at, using a steel 
square. It had to be fl at. I spent the 
entire day fi ling it.” She was later 

tasked with making her own drill 
bits. She annealed the steel, twisted 
it, and put a tip on it. “You passed 
if you drilled a hole with it and got 
a perfect curl of metal.” She was 
then given a square of brass fi led at 
an angle. “You had to drill through 
it straight down and through the 
middle.” The tests enabled Hentges 
to see if his potential apprentice 
could see if something was straight, 
if it was square, and if she could 
stick to a task. 

Graham went to work every day, 
full time, and in the beginning, 
without pay. “He had a formal cur-
riculum,” says Graham, and at the 
time another apprentice who had 
started the previous year. Hentges 
had a book with a variety of projects 
in it, and apprentices were expected 
to work their way through them. For 
example, she says, in a half round 
silver band, she was expected to fi le 
three rows of diamond shape so that 
all the points met up. 

Eventually, apprentices were set 
to work on the store’s line of charms 
and were paid by the piece. “It took 
a year before I started making some 
money,” says Graham. She was also 
expected to continue doing projects 

The Case for 
Apprenticeship

Nanz Aalund has really delved 
into this topic. A thank you to her 
for mentioning the Canadian study 
on the profi tability of apprentices, 
which was recommended to her 
by Charles Lewton-Brain. If you 
hope to convince someone to off er 
you an apprenticeship, it might be 
worth reading: “It Pays to Hire an 
Apprentice: Calculating the Return 
on Training Investment for Skilled 
Trades Employers in Canada,” June 
2009 (www.wi-cwi.org/council/2014/
morgan_apprenticeship_canada_
roi_011514.pdf). 

You may also need to explain to 
a jeweler what’s involved, simply 
because so few jewelers now 
work with this system. Aalund’s 
book, A Jeweler’s Guide to 
Apprenticeships, published through 
MJSA’s BEaJEWELER initiative, is 
a great resource. It will give you 
both ideas about how a successful 
apprenticeship should be structured, 
and what you both should expect to 
give and to receive. More information 
at https://mjsa.org/career_resources/
apprenticeship_guide.

Jim Grahl
Necklace
Diamonds, platinum, Japanese keishe pearls
PHOTO: COURTESY J. GRAHL DESIGN

Where Are 
the Masters?

STATE OF THE ART’S INDUSTRY, 
PAGE 72
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from the book. To get by, Graham 
was waitressing, too. She was ap-
prenticed for more than two years, 
and left only when she and her hus-
band moved out of the state. 

Was it what she had expected? 
“I was so young I didn’t know that 
I had any expectations of what I 
would learn. I don’t even know that 
I appreciated how rare an opportu-
nity it was.”

Were there downsides to get-
ting training this way? “I can’t think 
of any. There were times I worked 
on jewelry that was not my style, 
and I felt like ‘why am I setting this 
10-carat opal in this basket?’ But it’s 
so important to learn as many skills 
as you can. It expands your ability 
to design whatever you want if you 
have an understanding of pro-
cesses. Even if you don’t get good 
at it. For example, I was never good 
enough to pavé. But I can I design 
with pavé even if I have someone 
do the setting, because I under-
stand the spacing and so on.” 

Truly a Master
Jim Grahl worked for Cooper and 
Schuber, a large jewelry trade 
shop in Los Angeles, while he was 

in his teens. “I fell in love with jew-
elry,” he says. 

Although he started out primarily 
making rubber molds, over the next 
fi ve years he learned all aspects of 
jewelry making. While doing so, he 
made a number of contacts in the 
upscale retail jewelry world, one of 
whom lobbied for Grahl to be ap-
prenticed to Gerardo Terranova, an 
80-year-old, fi fth-generation Italian 
setter who had been the master 
pavé setter for Cartier during the 
1930s. Terranova had never taken on 
an apprentice, until then. As in the 
days of yore, in 1968 Grahl was ex-
pected to pay for the privilege and 
did — “about $10,000 over a period 
of time,” he recalls. 

“Terranova was an icon,” says 
Grahl. “He was the guy to do your 
work — if he would even take it 
on. He was short, stocky, tough, 
obstinate. He used to keep a few 
racquet balls in his bench, and he 
was always squeezing the racquet 
ball to keep his arms built up. He 
had a lot of focus on how you 
set, how you held your arms and 
shoulders,” for example. “He wasn’t 
diffi  cult, but he had no tolerance 
for anything but the best.” 

Nanz Aalund
Locket
Roll-printed silver, synthetic sapphire watch crystal, 18K gold
PHOTO: COURTESY NANZ AALUND

Back in the Day

Traditionally, an apprentice 
lived with a master for a term of 
fi ve to seven years. Sometimes 
the apprentice paid the master 
for his training. Sometimes, 
the master paid the apprentice 
a small sum and may have 
provided food, lodging, or 
clothing. Either way, it was 
no picnic: the terms could be 
onerous.

Consider the apprenticeship 
of one “George Whitford son 
of Samuel Whitford” from 
the early years of the reign of 
Queen Victoria. According to the 
contract, the apprentice could 
“not commit fornication, nor 
contract Matrimony within the 
said term. He shall not play at 
cards, dice, tables, or any other 
unlawful games, whereby his said 
Master may have any loss. With 
his own goods or others, during 
the said Term, without license of 
his said Master, he shall neither 
buy nor sell. He shall not haunt 
taverns or playhouses nor absent 
himself from his said Master’s 
service day nor night unlawfully.” 
In addition, if the master died, 
the apprentice had to report to 
the guild “to be turned over to 
the executor or new master, or he 
will lose his Freedom.” 

But here’s the real kicker: 
the master young George “put 
himself Apprentice to” was “the 
said Samuel Whitford his father”!

George Whitford’s 1837 indenture/
apprenticeship document
COURTESY: ALAN REVERE
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Live It & Learn It

For fi ve hours a week, Grahl worked 
with Terranova with the goal of learn-
ing pavé setting, a highly specialized 
technique. In addition, he says, “I 
was working a full-time job, going to 
school, raising a daughter, then com-
ing home and practicing. Sleep was 
an option.”

Like all apprentices, he started 
out cleaning the studio, learning 
the names of the tools, such as the 
specifi c gravers used for pavé setting. 
He learned how to sharpen gravers 
and make beading tools. He learned 
how to temper tools so they had the 
correct hardness and ductility. He 
learned how to make the plates used 
in pavé by making square plates from 
brass, getting them the right thick-
ness and making them identical. Only 
then did he learn the basic prepara-
tion for pavé — laying out the pattern, 
creating stone seats, learning how 
much metal to leave adjacent to the 
stone, how to create prongs, shape 
prongs, and fi nish. All this was done 
with a hand graver and without the 
microscopes that allow setters to do 
the popular micro-pavé today. 

Terranova died fi ve years into 
Grahl’s seven-year apprenticeship. 
But what Grahl learned enabled him 
to go into his own business. And the 
$10,000 apprenticeship fee? “It was 
paid off  in the fi rst two months when 
I started working in the trade,” he says 
without hesitation.

Nanz Aalund: 
www.nanzaalund.com

Sarah Graham: 
www.sarahgraham.com

Jim Grahl: 
www.jgrahldesign.com

Find 
the Former 
Apprentices

But Grahl got more than the skills 
that would ensure he could always 
make a living. He learned that price-
less intangible: he learned his craft. 
Although he never intended to focus 
just on pavé, Grahl says, learning pavé 
setting to the level demanded by Ter-
ranova “was an anchor. It set the tone 
for how I looked at everything I’ve 
done. It taught me detail and focus, 
and the patience to get the detail. I 
know what to look for in a job, how 
it needs to go out of studio regard-
less of how the client sees the end 
project.” 

Were there downsides to such an 
intense apprenticeship in just one 
aspect of jewelry making? “None. 
Not a thing,” he says. “It was a game 
changer in my career.” 

A good apprenticeship should be a 
game changer. As these three jewelers 
demonstrate, the keys to success in an 
apprenticeship, should you fi nd one, 
are commitment and passion for the 
craft. “Hunger marks a good appren-
tice,” says Grahl. While apprenticeship 
is not an easy or quick way to get your 
training, done right, a well thought-out 
apprenticeship will give you skills that 
will let you grow throughout a lifetime.

SHARON ELAINE THOMPSON is a freelance 
writer based in Oregon. She has written for 
Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist since 1987 and 
blogs frequently at www.interweave.com/jewelry. 
Learn more at jewelryartdiva.com.

Nanz Aalund during her tenure at 
Nordstrom in 1992.
PHOTO: COURTESY NANZ AALUND

Nanz Aalund as a young apprentice at 
Meyer Brothers in 1983.

A brooch Nanz Aalund made while serving as an apprentice at Meyer Brothers — 14K white 
and yellow gold, garnets, iolite, diamond, pearl, brass patinated with kitty litter dampened 
with ammonia and salt.
PHOTO: COURTESY NANZ AALUND

“You’re a girl. You 
don’t want to get 
your hands dirty. 
You’re just going 
to have babies. 
Why should we 
teach you?”
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“I
t’s a perfect storm,” 
says jewelry designer, 
instructor, and author 
Nanz Aalund, about 

what the U.S. jewelry industry is 
facing today when it comes to avail-
able skilled craftspeople. She should 
know. The Washington-based artist 
wrote A Jeweler’s Guide to Appren-
ticeships in part as a response to the 
looming labor shortage.

She attributes the coming crisis to 
three converging phenomena:

• School programs closing. 
Jewelry programs at both the high 
school and college/university level 
are being shut down, and there 
is a paucity of independent trade 
schools dedicated to the myriad 
aspects of jewelry making. 

• Aging population. Skilled crafts-
people are aging, retiring, an taking 
their skills, knowledge, and experi-
ence with them. 

• Recruitment abroad. For many 
years, the jewelry industry has 

recruited their skilled labor from 
other countries — but many of 
those craftspeople are now choos-
ing to stay at home. “They’re fi nding 
their livelihood is rewarded better 
there, so they are staying put,” says 
Aalund. 

“As a result, we’re looking at a 
huge loss of skilled labor. We’re get-
ting to the point where for every 10 
skilled master craftsmen aging out, 
only one young person is coming in.” 

As far back as the Middle Ages 

State of the 
Art’s Industry
Could jewelry apprenticeship be an answer to the growing 
shortage of skilled craftspeople? by Sharon Elaine Thompson
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and beyond, the traditional way to 
learn a craft was to apprentice to a 
master craftsman. Today, you can 
still fi nd traditional jewelry appren-
ticeships in Europe. Even as recently 
as 40 or 50 years ago, you could 
sometimes fi nd them here in the U.S. 
But for the most part, U.S. jewelry 
apprenticeships have gone the way 
of the rotary phone. 

Why? There are a number of 
reasons jewelers give for not off er-
ing apprenticeships. None should 
be surprising, but none, believes 
Aalund, is insurmountable. 

It’s an Investment
What are often called apprentice-
ships today can look radically diff er-
ent than they looked in the Middle 
Ages. Unlike arrangements then, all 
the apprenticeships mentioned here 
are paid positions. Asking an ap-
prentice to work for free in exchange 
for training is not only frowned on, 
it’s illegal. But even without the 
concern of wages, who has time to 
nursemaid a budding jeweler for the 
fi ve to seven years it takes to turn an 
all-thumbs beginner into a compe-
tent journeyman? Who can wait all 
that time before seeing a return on 
that investment? 

So some jewelers have developed 
shorter-term situations. Seattle jew-
elry artist Micki Lippe’s apprentices, 
who stay only a year or two, already 
have excellent metalworking skills. 
They just want to polish their busi-
ness skills. “I expect them to apply 
to exhibitions and work on their pro-
duction line or one-of-a-kind piec-
es,” she says. One woman worked 
for her for a year expressly to listen 
to Lippe’s phone calls with galler-
ies, so she could learn to do the 
same. Lippe says she’s been known 
to “fi re” her apprentices if they are 
not meeting the goals they’ve set. It 
makes them realize they have to be 
as serious about it as she is. 

“I want to see my fi eld continue, 
so I try to help younger people get 
a foothold,” she says. In exchange 

for advice, guidance, and an occa-
sional push, her apprentices work in 
Lippe’s studio for as little as three or 
as many as 20 hours a week helping 
with her work.

Victoria Lansford, an Atlanta, 
Georgia, jewelry artist who spe-
cializes in European repoussé and 
fi ligree, also takes on apprentices, 
but they must already be profi cient 
in basic metalworking and hand 
fabrication. Lansford sets them to 
“do more of the menial tasks, like 
chain links or clean-up,” she says. “In 
exchange, I help them up their game 
in the techniques I specialize in.” Her 
apprenticeships usually last just fi ve 
to six months. 

One summer, Nanz Aalund placed 
a high school student with a jewelry 

education

Nanz Aalund’s most recent apprentice works on casting in her studio.
PHOTO: COURTESY NANZ AALUND

“If we want to 
see the craft 

continue and 
be sustainable, 

and we want the 
information not 
to get lost, it’s in 
our best interest 

to keep all the 
ways we learn 

alive, including 
options for 

apprentices.”
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manufacturing company that had 
30 years of uncatalogued rubber 
molds. There was no way to access 
them easily for use again. Aalund 
introduced the student to the en-
tire casting process so she would 
understand the role that molds and 
waxes play in manufacturing, but the 
student’s sole job that summer was 
to inject wax into each mold, iden-
tify it with a catalog number, and 
put the molds on shelves by style. 
With waxes conveniently set out 
in trays, the salespeople could see 
the designs and their identifi cation 
numbers, and the right mold could 
be found quickly when a customer 
requested that design. 

This semi-skilled task, when 
fi nished, noticeably increased the 
company’s sales of older designs. 
Four years later, says Aalund, the 
company is still appreciative. “It was 
just that one bit of help for them, 
and four years later, they’re still 
seeing the benefi t,” she says. Once 
dubious but now a believer, the 
company continues to take on ap-
prentices. “Once you get the system 
set up and you see it works,” says 
Aalund, “you get more courage to 
take on more.”

At one time, a well-run and busy 
trade shop would have been a 
perfect place for an apprentice, 
but the number of trade shops has 
been shrinking. Bench jewelers 
have moved to smaller independent 
stores or to mall stores whose cus-
tomers don’t want their jewelry to 
leave the premises. While customers 
like the idea, and stores get a bump 
from the repair charges, “these are 
the kinds of stores that don’t take 
apprentices,” says Aalund. They may 
have only one bench jeweler, and he 
or she may work in a small booth. 
Even in a larger shop, all the bench-
es may be occupied by skilled and 
busy jewelers. 

For small businesses, whose 
margins are small to begin with, the 

thought of taking on another em-
ployee with the expenses of wages, 
insurance, and taxes isn’t appealing. 
Yet even for a small store, the gain 
can be worth the investment, as a 
Canadian study points out. The study 
found that for every dollar invested in 
apprentice training, a company can 
get back between $1.38 and $1.44. In 
businesses where margins are thin, 
that’s not chicken feed.

When They Leave
“They’ll only leave” or “I’m just 
training my competition” are com-
mon reasons given for not off ering 
apprenticeships. While it is true that 
often an apprentice leaves the shop 
that has trained him or her, Aalund 
says there are very good reasons 
why this happens, but it doesn’t 
have to.

First, jewelry store owners, trade 
shop managers, and bench jewelers 
have to widen their idea of what a 
jeweler looks like. She talks about a 
former student of hers who, when 
she went to apply for jobs, got ex-
actly the same response Aalund had 
gotten 40 years before: that training 
a woman destined for marriage and 
children was a waste of resources. 

“In college jewelry programs,” says 
Aalund, “87 percent of the students 
are women, yet in the industry, 
they’re never off ered the jobs, and 
if they are, they’re off ered 50 to 70 
cents on the dollar compared to men. 
That’s why they leave. They think, if 
you’re going to pay me less, even if 
my work is better quality, or I work 
faster, the only way I’m going to 
make money is to start my own busi-
ness.” Aalund says when she makes 
presentations at jewelry industry 
trade shows, she looks out at a sea 
of mostly male faces. When she pres-
ents at the entrepreneurial Society 
of North American Goldsmiths, it’s 
women who are in the majority. 

Second, apprentices leave be-
cause there is no established 

Micki Lippe works in the studio with her most recent apprentice, Nina Hartman.
PHOTO: COURTESY MICKI LIPPE

“The best way 
of keeping 
someone you’ve 
trained is to 
offer a com-
petitive wage 
once they’ve 
finished.”
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structure to the apprenticeship. 
The apprentices don’t know what is 
expected of them, and neither they 
nor the jeweler know when the ap-
prenticeship is fi nished. “They just 
know they’re getting more responsi-
bility and not more money. So they 
go out and are off ered a better job,” 
explains Aalund. 

Having a structure with well-
described goals and objectives, she 
says, makes it clear to everyone when 
the apprentice has met the necessary 
benchmarks and is ready to move on 
to the next step. Most importantly, 
benchmarks and an established end to 
the apprenticeship signal when the ap-
prentice is a competent journeyman — 
and ready for a raise. Pay, says Aalund, 
is “the number one reason people walk 
away after training. The best way of 
keeping someone you’ve trained is to 
off er a competitive wage once they’ve 
fi nished.” That pay raise should be 
commensurate with the skill. 

“Bench jewelers are the Rodney 
Dangerfi elds of the jewelry industry,” 
says Aalund. They get no respect. 
While the designer is praised, and 
the salesperson is showered in grati-
tude by the customer, the bench 
jeweler . . . is forgotten. Yet, says 
Aalund, it takes the same kind of 
expansive knowledge, the same level 
of hand skills to do goldsmithing 
and other fi ne craftwork as it takes 
to perform brain surgery. “Just be-
cause no one dies doesn’t mean we 
don’t have to have the same level of 
skill,” she says. Too often, that skill is 
not rewarded. The jeweler eventually 
decides he or she could do better 
working for themselves.

Jewelers with apprentices are not 
always surprised when the appren-
tice leaves. As in the case of Lippe 
and Lansford’s apprentices, they are 
expected and encouraged to do so. 
But some artisans may be reluctant 
to take on an apprentice for fear the 
apprentice will go on to compete 
with them. 

It’s a short-sighted approach, says 
Lansford. She has too often heard of 
people who went to a jewelry shop 
seeking an apprenticeship only to 
hear: why would I want to teach you 
if you’re just going to take it away? 
“It breaks my heart,” she says. “If 
we want to see the craft continue 
and be sustainable, and we want the 
information not to get lost, it’s in our 
best interest to keep all the ways 
we learn alive, including options for 
apprentices.”

Nor is she overly concerned about 
an apprentice competing later. 
“When learning something, copy-
ing the master is time honored,” she 
says. “But if I taught well enough, 
they can translate that technique 
into their own voice. If they are ad-
vanced enough, they’re not interest-
ed in copying the master’s work.” 

Ivory Tower Thinking
Some traditional jewelers might be 
reluctant to take on a university 
trained metalsmith even though they 
have basic metals skills, thinking that 
the graduates are full of ivory tower 
thinking. And they may be. But in 
the ivory tower, students are taught 
to solve problems, says Aalund, and 
they have tried a little bit of a lot of 
things. Sometimes that can produce 
surprisingly eff ective results. 

Aalund describes a customer who 
wanted a heavy gold ring but didn’t 
want to pay for the cost of the extra 
gold. She didn’t want heavy gold 
electroplate, either. The business’s 
new university graduate suggested 
they use keum boo, applying fi ne 
gold foil to silver. The traditional 
bench jewelers had never heard of it. 
She was able to teach them some-
thing, the customer was delighted, 
and the solution “was a real point of 
pride” to the store, says Aalund. 

Apprenticeships can expand 
knowledge on both sides of the 
relationship. Lansford, who has had 
many apprentices over the years, 

What’s in an 
Apprenticeship?

LIVE IT & LEARN IT,
 PAGE 66

More Info
A Jeweler’s Guide to Apprenticeships by 
Nanz Aalund is useful to hopeful masters 
and apprentices, and is published by 
MJSA through its BEaJEWELER outreach 
program, funded in part by JCK. Available 
at https://mjsa.org/career_resources/
apprenticeship_guide.

If you think apprenticeships are too much 
trouble to offer, it’s worth reading this 
report: “It Pays to Hire an Apprentice: 
Calculating the Return on Training 
Investment for Skilled Trades Employers 
in Canada,” June 2009, available at 
www.wi-cwi.org/council/2014/morgan_
apprenticeship_canada_roi_011514.pdf.

If you want to offer an apprenticeship in 
the U.S., you’ll want to become familiar 
with the U.S. Department of Labor 
regulations governing apprenticeships, 
available at https://www.dol.gov/general/
topic/training/apprenticeship.

says, “However much of an incon-
venience it is, they bring in new life. 
In their questions, they ask things 
I haven’t thought of. It gives me a 
diff erent perspective. Through their 
questions and observations, I grow 
as an artist.”

SHARON ELAINE THOMPSON is a free-
lance writer based in Oregon. She has written 
for Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist since 1987 
and blogs frequently at www.interweave.com/
jewelry. Learn more at jewelryartdiva.com. 
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PLIQUE À JOUR is a miniature 
stained-glass window, which 
is why plique à jour jewelry 

is made with transparent enamels. 
The enamel is suspended in a metal 
framework instead of setting on top 
of the metal like cloisonné. I wanted 
a plique à jour pendant but I don’t 
wear white blouses, so the trans-
parent enamel wouldn’t work. I used 
opaque enamels so the colors show. 
Don’t get upset with me — we’re 
artists, so we’re allowed to break the 
rules! Besides, when you see what 
the transparent enamels looked like 
in photo 5, you will agree with me.  

DESIGN
Every article or book that you read 
or every person you talk with will 
have diff erent ideas about how to 
make plique à jour. Here are the 
design rules I use — well, most of the 
time:

Use 16-gauge fi ne silver, 80 mesh, 
medium temperature enamel.

I try to keep the outside edge about 
⅛" wide and the interior lines 1⁄16" 
wide.

The little “cells” that hold the glass 
vary in size but are usually no wider 
than ⅛", and I try to keep their length 
no longer than ⅜".

PREPARE THE PATTERN

1 Draw your design to size. Glue it 
onto the 16-gauge fi ne silver. While 

the pattern is drying, decide on your 
enamel colors. I usually make several 
sketches and try diff erent colors 
before I choose. I used Butter Yellow 
for the fl ower petals, Woodrow 
Brown for the fl ower centers, Jungle 
Green for the leaves, Butter Yellow 
for the accents in the centers, and 
Cantaloupe orange and Woodrow 
Red for the accents in the petals.

MAKE THE PLIQUE À JOUR 
FORM

2 Once the pattern is dry, you can 
saw the outer shape. Clean the 

outer edge with the fl at needle fi le. Use 
a center punch to make a divot in each 
cell. I use a #65 drill bit to drill each 
hole. Insert the #3 saw blade through a 
hole and tension the blade again. Keep 
the blade vertical and remove the 

Learn plique à jour enameling as you make this colorful 
pendant  By Peggy Haupt

Coming Up 
Daisies

1 2 3

4

5
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SKILLS
Basic fabrication
Soldering
Enameling

TIME IT TOOK
4-5 hours

MATERIALS
• 1"x4" 16-gauge fi ne silver 

eutectic solder

• Enamels — all opaque, 
80 mesh, medium fi ring — 
Woodrow Brown, Jungle 
Green, Butter Yellow, 
Cantaloupe Orange and 
Woodrow Red

TOOLS
Layout: Pencil, graph 

paper, ruler 
Hand: Bench pin, wood 

for drilling, rotary tool 
or Dremel, #65 drill bit, 
jeweler’s saw with #3 or #4 
blades, needle fi les, round 
object to form the bail, chain 
nose pliers

Soldering: Torch, fi reproof 
surface, pickle, quench 
water, safety goggles

Enameling: #1 sable or camel 
hair brush, small containers 
for the enamels, permanent 
marker, squeeze bottle with 
water, container to collect 
discarded water, small piece 
of toilet paper, kiln, trowel or 
fi ring fork, trivet, fi reproof 
surface for cooling, safety 
goggles, fi re resistant kiln 
glove, timer or clock

Finishing: Water in a container 
large enough to wash the 
pendant, diamond grinding 
disc and mandrel (I glued 
mine together) for rotary 
tool or Dremel (or water and 
alundum stone), sandpaper 
60 grit to 400 grit (or higher 
if you want a high gloss 
fi nish on the metal)

SOURCES
Most of the tool and materials 
for this project are available 
from well stocked jewelry 
supply vendors, many of 
whom can be found in our 
Advertisers’ Index, page 102.

What
You Need

Jewelry Project

Page 78

AN 
EASIER 
WAY

silver from the area. Repeat for each 
area that needs to be removed. 

Tip: Keep the saw blade vertical 
when sawing the cell areas. The 
enamel will adhere better to a verti-
cal wall.

SHAPE AND SOLDER 
THE BAIL
Form the bail with the round nose 
pliers and solder with eutectic sol-
der. Pickle, quench, wash, and dry. 

PREHEAT THE KILN
When I open the preheated kiln to 
insert the project, the temperature 
drops but returns quickly to my 
working range. I use medium fi ring 
enamels that mature in the 1350° F to 
1420° F range, so I programmed my 
kiln for 1500° F, allowing the opening 
and closing of the door to maintain 

the needed temperature. You will need to 
adjust your kiln temperature to match the 
enamels that you use.

PREPARE THE ENAMELS

3 Place a small amount of one enamel 
in the cup labeled with that enam-

el’s name and number. If you decide to 
use transparent enamels you’ll need to 
wash them, but you only need to wet 
the opaque enamels. Repeat for each 
enamel that you are using.

BE WILLING TO CHANGE!

4 My fi rst attempt, using transparent 
enamels. I began by fi lling each cell 

using the sable brush. So far, so good.

5 And this is what the transparent 
enamel piece looked like: the yellow 

was awful!  That’s when I decided to 
change to opaque. Aren’t you glad you 
didn’t do this?
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FILL THE CELLS AND FIRE

6 Let’s assume you’re starting 
here. Using the sable brush, fi ll 

the darker colors fi rst and clean 
up the surrounding surface so the 
enamel grains won’t contaminate 
the lighter colors. Wick away the 
excess water with a dry brush.

Try to keep the enamel off  the metal 
surface. The cleaner you keep the 
metal, the less work you will have 
when you grind the pendant surface. 

Tip: If you use copper, you will 
have to clean the edges every time 
with polish or sandpaper to remove 
the fire scale and wash it well. Pieces 
of fire scale can contaminate the 
enamel.

Gently place the pendant on a trivet 
and use the trowel or fi ring fork to 
place it in the kiln. Watch the time! 
This piece fi red for about 90 seconds 
before I removed it from the kiln. 
Every kiln is diff erent, so check your 
pendant and determine the time 
needed. 

7 Alternate fi lling the cells from the 
front and back. Repeat fi lling and 

fi ring until the enamel reaches the 
top or forms a very shallow curve. 
You decide the look that you prefer.

FINISH

8 Once the fi lling and fi ring is 
complete, I use my Foredom and 

a diamond pad to grind the excess 
enamel from the front and back of 
the pendant. I keep the pendant wet 
by washing it in a small container 
of water. Never put the Foredom in 
the water. You can use an alundum 

stone and water or a diamond fi le 
and water to clean the metal and 
fl atten the enamel if you don’t have 
a rotary tool.

Sand the surface with 60-400 grit 
sandpaper.

FINAL FIRING

9 Once the silver is clean, wash 
and dry it. Place it on the trivet 

and fi re one last time to restore the 
shine. Fire just to glossy.

PEGGY A. HAUPT is a hobby artist who 
enjoys working with metal, wood, and glass. The 
natural beauty of the Great Smoky Mountains is her 
constant inspiration.

Safety
Always wear goggles and a face 
mask. Good ventilation is a must 
and an exhaust system an excellent 
idea. I keep a fire extinguisher beside 
my soldering/kiln area, have it 
surrounded by a fire-resistant board, 
have this same surface underneath 
the area, and a fireproof board on 
the floor.

8

6 7

9

See 
More Work

THEIR TURN, PAGE 8

Drill a hole at the top of the 
pendant and add a jump ring 
instead of making a bail and 
soldering.

AN 
EASIER 
WAY
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A TALENTED AND self-reliant 
gold/silversmith form 
northern California, Eric 

Smith was kind enough to share 
his technique for making this shell 
bracelet with me and all of you. 
I’d become interested in these 
Miocene age fossil shells of the 
genus Anadara after fi nding some 
on an Oregon beach. When I came 
upon dealer Bob Boss selling them 
at Tucson one year, I asked Bob if he 
could tell me who made jewelry with 
the shells, and he put me in touch 
with Eric. Although you don’t have 
to do it this way, Eric fabricates all 
of his own metal components, from 
alloying the metals to producing 
wire and even solders.

PREPARING THE SHELLS
Three Anadara shell pieces were 
selected for use in this bracelet. The 
two end ones were matched for 
color and pattern. 

1 The larger piece seen here 
shows a contrast in pattern and 

color with the end pieces and was 
selected for the center. 

2-3 Using a Foredom fl ex shaft 
and diamond drill bits, Eric 

drills holes in each of the three shell 
pieces.
 

4 He shapes and polishes each 
piece on a cabbing unit pro-

gressing through the six diamond 
wheels, starting with 80 grit and 
fi nishing with 14,000 polish.

INGOT AND WIRE
Eric prefers to produce all of his 
silver components from scratch 
using coin silver.

5-6 To melt a one ounce 
coin in a crucible, Eric 

heats an ingot mold.
 

Jewelry artist Eric Smith creates a bracelet using fossil 
shells like those the author once found while beach-
combing  By Jim Landon with Eric Smith

1

4

2

3

5 6

Summer
Souvenir
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SKILLS
Basic Metalwork
Soldering

TIME TOOK
About 1 hour

MATERIALS
• Anadara shell

• Coin silver

TOOLS
Foredom, diamond drill 
bits, cabbing unit, torch, 
rolling mill, draw plate, 
ring benders, jeweler’s 
saw, soldering setup, ring 
mandrel, dapping block, 
4" cotton stitched wheel, 
tripoli, jeweler’s rouge

SOURCES
Most of the tools and 
materials for this project 
are available from well-
stocked jewelry supply 
vendors, many of whom 
can be found in our Adver-
tisers’ Index, page 102.

What You Need

Jewelry Project
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7-8 Once poured, the ingot is 
allowed to cool and is then 

lightly sanded to remove scale to 
prepare it for the rolling mill.

9-12 Eric runs the ingot 
through his rolling mill 

and then a draw plate, ultimately 
producing a long section of 9 gauge 
wire. He anneals the wire periodi-
cally to keep it supple. This process 
was repeated once more to produce 
15 gauge wire to be used later for 
making jump rings. 

MAKING THE RINGS

13 The 9 gauge wire is coiled 
using ring benders.

14 He cuts the coil into individual 
rings using a jeweler’s saw.

15-16 The cut ends of the 
rings are ground fl ush 

so they can be soldered. 16

7

10

13

8

11

14

9

12

15
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17 Eric places a piece of medium 
solder between the ends of the 

ring, then dips it in alcohol and boric 
acid to prevent oxidation during 
soldering.

18-19 He applies Batterns 
self-pickling fl ux 

and solders the ends of the rings 
together.

20 Once the rings have been 
soldered, it’s time to size 

them on a ring mandrel.

21-22 Eric then fl attens and 
textures each of the 

three soldered rings into washers. 

23 The fl attened and textured 
washers are then dished 

using a dapping block.

ASSEMBLY

24 Eric solders a small 
jump ring to one of the 

washers.

25 Eight larger jump rings 
are used to connect the 

shell pieces to each other and 
to the other components of the 
bracelet.

17

20

23

18

21

24

19

22

25
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26-27 Each of these jump 
rings is soldered 

shut using wet tissue paper to pro-
tect adjacent pieces from the heat.

28-29 Eric twists a piece 
of the 9 gauge wire 

and cuts it to length for what will 
become the clasp.

30 The ends of the clasp are 
melted.

31 Eric grinds a fl at spot in the 
center of the clasp.

32 He solders the fi nal small 
jump rings in place, con-

necting the clasp to the rest of the 
bracelet. 

33 Once the bracelet has been 
completed, Eric polishes the 

piece using a 4" cotton stitched 
wheel and tripoli followed by 
jeweler’s rouge. 

JIM LANDON is a long-time high school science 
teacher, rockhound, and jewelry artist who lives 
in the foothills of the Cascade Mountains in 
Washington State.

ERIC SMITH has been making jewelry since he 
was 15, and has studied at the Pratt Institute of 
Fine Arts in Seattle, Washington. His shop, Eric the 
Goldsmith, is in the quaint community of Smith 
River, in northern California.  32 33

31

26

29

27

30

28

Each
rings

ing wet tissue
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S
ynthetic gems provide jew-
elers with plenty of chills 
and thrills, because in an 
unregulated marketplace, 

sometimes only an expert can tell 
the diff erence between natural and 
not. But get ahold of some low-cost 
rough and you can have a lot of fun, 
especially if you are a metalsmith, 
cabochon maker, or facet cutter.

Good for Practice
My own exploration of manmade 
stones began a couple years ago, 
when I bought a used faceting 
machine and accessories for $20 all 
packed into a cardboard box. Inside 
small envelopes, I found rough 
chunks of CZ and other colorful 
synthetics as well as natural stones. 
Each was carefully identifi ed in a 
faded pencil scrawl. During the sum-
mer heat, I’d cut them into funky 
rose cuts, holding them with my wet 
fi ngers against spinning diamond 
fl at laps. 

In 2018, I came across nano gems 
off ered by www.CoolTools.us in 
Wisconsin and blogged about them 
at www.Interweave.com/category/
article/jewelry. One of their advan-
tages is that they can survive ther-
mal shock and be fi red in metal clay. 
Their colors also are remarkably true 
to the gems they mimic.

Lured by images of the uncut 
nano material, I wanted to buy 
some rough and make more funky 
facets, but had no luck contacting 
the manufacturer overseas. Then 
in February 2019, I walked by the 
RusGems booth at the Tucson Expo 
Center JOGS show and spotted the 
word “nano.”

“Oh, you mean ‘nanosistal,’” said 
saleswoman Evgeniia Pozdeeva. 
“We make that.”

Really Beautiful
But I soon dropped that line of 
inquiry when she held up a slab of 
lab-grown emerald in front of me. 

“We also make this.” In the cases in 
front of her were dozens of faceted, 
emerald green beauties.

RusGems grows the equivalent of 
250,000 carats of these emeralds 
a month at its facilities in Bangkok, 
Thailand. And sales were brisk at 
JOGS, she said, even though the 
company was unable to get a credit 
card account for the occasion.

The emerald rough is created 
through a hydrothermal process, 
similar to the way natural gems are 
grown in moist cavities deep in the 
earth under high heat and pressure. 
The big diff erence is, to speed things 
up, the hum of electricity is added.

Here is more from the company’s 
literature:

“RusGems recreates emeralds 
by placing a beryl seed in a sealed, 
pressurized container. The container 
is fi lled with extremely pure water. 
A nutrient containing crushed emer-
alds and other compounds such as 
vanadium and chromium is intro-
duced into the hydrothermal envi-
ronment and an electrical charge 
is passed through the chamber to 
ionize the environment and the unit 
is slowly heated in an autoclave.”

Heat is raised to about 1800° F 
and pressure to 800 psi.  Then a 
“molecular transfer” begins.

“Molecules of the nutrient are 
stripped away and are attracted to 
and reform on the larger and more 
solid emerald seed. These crystals 
grow at a rate of approximately 

Roughing It   
  in the Lab
Manmade emerald may not offer cheap thrills, but they’re 
definitely less expensive!  By Betsy Lehndorff
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definitely less expensive!  By Betsy Lehndorff

RusGems standard manmade emerald
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0.15mm per day, so it takes many 
weeks to form a large crystal.”

Pozdeeva told me that RusGems 
also creates fl aws in their synthetic 
emeralds to make them look more real, 
including fog, cracks, and small gas 
bubbles. She was up front about this.

The small slab of the standard 
dark emerald that I bought was $75 
cash, and cheap considering the 
brains and technology that were 
poured into its development. The 
company’s manmade “Colombian” is 
even more appealing, but also more 
expensive — about $275 for 
a smaller piece.

Controversy
Synthetics spark arguments. In 
industry Facebook posts, jewelers 
say they fear consumers will get 
confused between manmade gems 
and “real,” especially when chemical 
properties are the same. And frankly, 
like many of us, these profession-
als would rather sell you a $25,000 
mined emerald ring in their store 
than have you buy a $1,500 man-
made version online. 

Even more worrying is the oppor-
tunity for fraud. According to one 
report, manmade gems can be easily 
mixed into parcels of natural gems 
and sold as such, even in the places 
where they are mined. 

Nathan Renfro is willing to tackle 
the plus side. He’s manager of col-
ored stones identifi cation at the 
Gemological Institute of America.

“A lot of synthetics have the 
look of a natural stone for a much 
cheaper cost,” he says. “It fi lls a 
niche in the market for people who 
can’t aff ord a real emerald.” Renfro 
has seen lots of emeralds during 
his career and has researched them 
down to their smallest detail.

“With synthetics, the features are 
pretty straightforward. Most natu-
ral emeralds are treated for clarity 
enhancement,” he says. He is refer-
ring to oils and resins used to fi ll 
cracks in natural emeralds. If you can 
spot them, or test for them, you are 
probably looking at a natural stone. 

In contrast, “synthetics don’t require 
clarity enhancement,” he says. So 
that marker is absent.

When in doubt, or when in the 
market for an expensive natural em-
erald, you can always ask to have a 
GIA report made pending your pur-
chase, he says. In addition to training 
experts in gem identifi cation, the in-
stitute exists as an independent third 
party, has done extensive research in 
the industry, and has no stake in the 
outcome. 

Manmade Advantages
• Natural emeralds are often treated 
with oil to improve their appear-
ance and can dry out over time. 
Not so with manmade.

• You can cut manmade emeralds 
yourself without having to worry 
about destroying a valuable stone.

• Manmade gems can be grown 
larger in the lab than is possible 
in nature.

Resources 
• RusGems has posted its book-
let on synthetic processes at 
https://rusgems.com/site/assets/
fi les/1091/rusgems_booklet.pdf.

• RusGems occasionally sells rough 
at: https://www.ebay.com/str/
RusGems.

• For more information on synthet-
ics, see An Introduction to Syn-
thetic Gem Materials, by Robert 
Weldon at https://www.gia.edu/
gem-synthetic. 

• Nathan Renfro talks about inclu-
sions in natural and manmade 

gems at https://podcasts.apple.
com/us/podcast/gemstone-inclu-
sions-with-nathan-renfro/id1435
972886?i=1000437472611&utm_
source=education_facebook&utm_
medium=social&utm_
campaign=gemstone-inclusions-
nathan-renfro&fbclid=IwAR0bzJtL
x8tPAEaCiKrHbXVUtiIMzLJ71fxQi
1f7-sg3Aull30vPZbcCvxY.

• To learn more about nanosistal 
gems, go to www.interweave.com/
article/jewelry/nano-gemstones-
lis-el-crowley-metal-clay-jewelry.

BETSY LEHNDORFF has been free-lancing 
for Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist since 2010. 
She posts Studio Notes every other week at 
www.interweave.com/category/article/jewelry 
and sells her work in Michigan art galleries. 
Got questions? Betsy can be reached at 
betsylehndorff @gmail.com.

materialsmateri

Emerald 
Neckpiece

MANMADE / HANDMADE, 
PAGE 88

Faceted manmade 
standard emerald  
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AN ART DECO image I’d seen 
online inspired this project. 
The piece was an emerald 

and turquoise necklace, but it was 
made more than 75 years ago by 
master jewelers trained from an 
early age as apprentices. So I’ve 
dialed back my ambitions, yet am 
happy with the fi nal result, which has 
a kind of naïve, Old World charm. 

This is still a very challenging proj-
ect, and you’ll also fi nd more acces-
sible options. The special Easier Ways 
section on page 93 off ers short cuts 
and ideas for simpler projects you can 
make based on techniques I used to 
create this frog-encrusted jewel. 

DESIGN

1 To get started, print out a life-size 
version of the Art Deco necklace 

to fi t your neck. Then put together a 
collage of images and components, 
and take a snapshot for reference. 
To simplify fabrication, the turquoise 
beads will be strung on SoftFlex 
instead of rosary-style wire loops.

CUT THE SLAB

2 The RusGems emerald has a 
hardness of 7½, within the range 

of natural emeralds. Translated 
into practical terms, this means it 
took me 20 minutes to cut out the 
rectangular focal stone, using my 
old Inland Swap Top lapidary saw. 

The rippled surface of the stone and 
the angles are a result of the manu-
facturing process. The stone I used is 
very dark and needed a raised, open-
back setting and lots of window-like 
facets to let in light. Using a 1200-grit 

diamond fl at lap, quickly smooth 
the top and cut side facets, holding 
the stone in your fi ngers. This is 
followed by a 3000-grit diamond fl at 
lap, which is slow going, and fi nally, 
Fabuluster on a clean muslin buff  on a 
bench polisher. The result is a velvety 
green stone with an ancient vibe.

3 I held the stone up to a light bulb 
and noticed it contained a lot of 

rod-like inclusions.

BACK PLATES
Cover a square-inch piece of 
16-gauge sterling silver sheet with 

black ink, using a jumbo chisel point 
Sharpie Permanent Marker Pro. 
Once the stone is dry, place it on 
the surface and use a scribe to etch 
its outline. The contrast between 
the black ink and bight silver makes 
the line easy to see and cut with a 
jeweler’s saw. 

4 The next step is to fi le and sand 
the edges smooth. Set your 

digital calipers at 2.50mm. Position 
the silver square on a smooth bench 
block and use the caliper’s sharp 
points to scribe the inside line. 

A lab-created emerald in a fabricated necklace with lots 
of frog appeal  By Betsy Lehndorff

Manmade /  
   Handmade

1

4

2

3
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This time, use the stick soldering technique 
to blend the pieces together, gripping a length 
of hard solder in fireproof soldering tongs. 
If it looks terrible, you are doing it right.

SKILLS
Advanced soldering
Lapidary
Stone setting
Beading

TIME IT TOOK
28 hours

MATERIALS
• Slab of RusGems standard emerald 

(manmade)

• Five strands of 3mm round Kingman 
turquoise beads

• 13.5mm half-drilled pearl

• 1" x 1" 16-gauge sterling silver sheet

• 6" of 14-gauge round sterling silver 
wire, cut in half

• 24" of 20-gauge round sterling 
silver wire

• 4” of 22-gauge round sterling
 silver wire 

• 4" 12-gauge half round sterling 
silver wire

• 4" 14-gauge half round wire

• Sterling silver casting shot

• Two 21mm cast sterling silver frogs

• 10" SoftFlex Very Fine cable for 
beading

• 4 2mm x 1.8mm crimps

• 24 1mm x 1mm crimp beads

• 24 2.5mm crimp covers

• 2 sterling silver cones

• Sterling silver clasp and catch

• Heavy sterling silver chain

• Hard, medium, and easy solder in 
wire form

• Extra easy paste solder in a syringe

• Midas Black Max oxidizer solution 
for patina

TOOLS
Design: color scanner/printer/copier and 

cell-phone camera
Lapidary: Eye protection, magnifi cation, 

respirator, InlandCraft 6" SwapTop with 
diamond saw, 1200- and 3000-grit 
diamond fl at laps, polishing lap; 
Fabuluster and a clean muslin buff  on a 
bench polisher

Hand: Bench pin, giant black Sharpie 
Permanent Marker Pro with chisel tip, 
fi ne-tip Sharpie, scribe, jeweler’s saw 
and 2 /0 blades, blade lube, digital 
calipers, smooth bench block, spring-
loaded center punch, #54 drill bit and 
fl exible shaft with handpiece, vise, 
acetone and rag, regular half-round 
fi le, needle fi les, ¾" Moore’s medium, 
fi ne, X and XX-fi ne sanding disks and 
disk mandrel, fi ne-tipped wire cutters, 
heavy-duty cutters, fi ne-tipped round 
nose pliers, chain nose pliers, sandpaper 
in 400 to 1000-grit, 1mm bud bur, 
silicone polishing points in medium and 
fi ne grits

Soldering: Respirator or soldering venti-
lation system, 12" x 12" soft Solderite 
soldering board, ballpoint pen, metal 
ruler, small fl at-bladed screwdriver, 
sharp soldering pick, fi ne tweezers, 
cross-lock soldering tweezers, air/
acetylene Smith Silversmith torch with 
#0 and #00 tips and tank of fuel, Prips 
fl ux in spray bottle, yellow ocher mixed 
with alcohol in an air-tight container, 
a small brush, quench, pickle pot and 
copper tongs

Finishing: Shot-fi lled tumbler setup, clean 
buff s, Tripoli and Fabuluster polishing 
compounds, hot, soapy water and tooth 
brush, Midas Black Max patina, cotton 
swabs

Stone setting: Blue painter’s tape, 2-part 
colorless epoxy, clamp. Optional: 
fl exible shaft hammer handpiece

Beading: Crimping pliers, bead cloth, 
bead stoppers

SOURCES
Most tools and materials for this project 
are available from well-stocked jewelry 
supply vendors, many of whom can be 
found in our Advertisers’ Index, page 
102. Kingman turquoise beads were 
purchased from Colbaugh Processing. 
Manmade emerald, rough and faceted, is 
occasionally available at www.etsy.com/
shop/RusGemsStore.

What You Need
5 Back at your bench pin, use a 

spring-loaded center punch to 
create a dimple inside the square 
so the drill bit won’t wander. Once 
the hole is drilled, thread the square 
onto a saw blade and pierce it out, 
creating a frame. 

Tip: Check out my free blog post, 
“Studio Notes: How to Saw a 
Straight Line,” www.interweave.com
/article/jewelry/how-to-saw
-straight-line.

6 Removing the ink with acetone, 
place a piece of 400-grit 

sandpaper on a hard, fl at surface, 
and rub the front, back, and sides 
of the plate against it to true up 
angles and remove fi le marks. To 
hit the inside edges, cut a strip of 
400-grit sandpaper, attach one end 
face-down to a vise, thread through 
silver, and move the back plate back 
and forth. Or you can hold the strip 
between your fi ngers. If you want a 
really good fi nish to the piece, follow 
with strips of 600- and 800-grit 
sandpaper. 

Finally, check the fi t of the back 
plate against the stone and refi ne 
the edges if needed. Use the Sharpie 
to place a black dot on the face-up 
side of the back plate, which will be in 
contact with the back of the emerald. 
You don’t want prongs on the wrong 
side.

SOLDERING

7 Pick up a wicked-looking scribe 
and dig holes in the soldering 

board to hold the 12-gauge half-
round prongs steady. I’ve marked 
on the board where you can add 
additional prongs, since sterling 
silver is soft. Sturdy wire cutters are 
used to cut a sharp point into one 
end of each prong. Grip them with 
pliers and press them in deep.

Flux well with Prips in a small spray 
bottle by heating and spraying three 
to four times until you’ve built up a 
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snowy white coat. Then apply snips 
of hard solder to each join and heat 
with the fl ame from a #0 tip until sol-
der fl ows. Use a solder pick to press 
parts together if necessary. Quench, 
pickle, and rinse. Saw off  excess 
prongs on the back of the plate. File 
and sand fl ush.

THE SETTING’S TWIGS
Wearing a face mask, use a metal 
straight edge and tiny screwdriver 
to cut a 4" long groove into a clean 
area on your Solderite board. Make 
the groove about ⅛" deep and wide 
enough to hold 14-gauge round 
wire and 12-gauge half-round wire 
in place. Straighten two 3" lengths 
of 14-gauge round wire by rolling 
them on a smooth countertop with 
a bench block. Flux well and place in 
the groove. Cut 12-gauge half-round 

wire into ¼" snips, and align them 
at staggered intervals on opposite 
sides of the round wire, with two at 
the tip (see twig at right in Photo 1). 

8 Flux and solder with snips of 
hard solder. It’s OK to glob the 

solder on. Quench, pickle, and rinse. 
Widen the gouge in the Solderite 
board and snug odd-shaped pieces 
of sterling silver casting grain 
against the tops of the half-round 
pieces. This time, I used the stick sol-
dering technique to blend the pieces 
together, gripping a length of hard 
solder in fi reproof soldering tongs. 
If it looks terrible, you are doing it 
right. Quench, pickle, and rinse. 

9 Use a jeweler’s saw to cut 
away some of the casting shot, 

turning rounded spheres into 

oval shapes. Then hit each bud 
with a fi ne grit Moore’s sanding 
disk, carving and blending the 
half-round wire and casting shot 
into shape. The goal is a rough, 
carefree fi nish. 

SOLDER THE SETTING

10 On the Solderite board, 
everything wants to move 

around when you get ready to 
join the twigs and the back plate 
together. So bend the ends of 
each twig into a right angle. Using 
the sharp scribe, gouge out two 
holes and push the ends into 
them.

Tip: My prongs look ridiculously 
long. But their extra mass helps 
prevent them from melting during 
soldering.
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11 For a good join, fi le the 
middle of the twigs fl at. Hold 

the rectangular prong setting on 
the twigs where you want it to sit, 
and mark the area with a fi ne tip 
Sharpie. At the bench, use needle 
fi les to fl atten these sections a 
little. Flux everything with a white 
coating of Prips. Then brush a 
gloppy layer of yellow ocher over 
soldered details to prevent every-
thing from melting and shifting. 
This includes the buds. Place a few 
snips of medium solder between 
the twigs and the prong setting, 
and heat with a torch (#0 tip) until 
the solder fl ows. Quench, pickle, 
and rinse.

Tip: Flux first, then apply yellow 
ocher. If you do the reverse, the 
yellow ocher will bleed all over 
everything and you’ll have to start 
over.

12 It’s time to add frogs. They are 
based on tiny rubber frogs I 

found at a novelty store. 
Next, use a presoldering technique. 
Flux and apply snips of easy solder 
to the feet of each frog, then heat 
with the torch until they fl ow. 
Position them on the twigs, after 
applying fl ux and yellow ocher 
again, and heat until joined. Add a 
closed jump ring to the front toes of 
the lower frog.

13 Probably the hardest step is to 
add six “jump rings” on each 

side of this setting so beadwork can 
be attached. There is a lot of metal 
going every which way and anything 
could melt at this stage. So, instead 
of tiny jump rings, solder six pieces 
of 20-gauge wire onto the back. Lay 
them out on the Solderite board, 
marking on the board’s surface with a 
ballpoint pen where they are to sit. 

Before soldering, use a fi le to fl atten 
the backs of the twigs where the 
wires will be joined. After fl uxing 
everything, squeeze Extra Easy 
paste solder from a syringe onto 
the backs of the twigs. Its stickiness 
means it won’t fall off  or shake loose. 

15

17 18 19

1614

1311 12
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Again, coat every delicate surface 
with yellow ocher, including the thin 
wires where they extend outward, 
and apply heat from the torch, using 
the #0 tip. Heat until the solder fi ller 
burns off  and the silver fl ows. Quench, 
pickle, and rinse. The 20-gauge wires 
also are extra long to dissipate heat 
and protect them from melting.

14 Use fi ne, round-tipped pliers 
and fi ne-tipped cutters to curl 

and trim the 20-gauge wires into eye-
lets. Flux the piece all over again, and 
coat at-risk details with yellow ocher. 
Apply more extra easy paste solder 
to close these eyelets, and focus a 
low #01 tip fl ame on them until solder 
fl ows. Quench, pickle, and rinse. 

15 The last fabrication step is to 
trim off  the 20-gauge wires 

between the twigs to open up the 

Easier Ways
• Do you belong to a rock club? Then 

you may know someone who’s into 
faceting. Create your design, and ask 
them if they would be willing to cut 
and polish stones for you.

• Create a simple stone setting using 
sterling silver sheet and prongs 
embedded into your Solderite board. 
Solder a closed jump ring to the top, 
add a ready-made bail, and string from 
a chain.

• I had a casting company make me 
a dozen sterling silver frogs, which 
are about ¾" in length. I’ve made 
frog pendants and clutch-back pins. 
You can solder them on to pieces of 
textured sheet, cut-out sterling silver 
washers, ring bands . . . 

• Turn your frogs into earrings. Add 
half-drilled pearls by soldering a 
closed jump ring onto the front toes. 

• Consider using a full-service casting 
company. They can scan, 3D print, 
and cast multiples of the rubber frog 
in Photo 12. Or any other small object 
you come across that you would like to 
have duplicated. I did that recently for 
a trout-inspired piece that appeared 
as “And Thereby Hangs a Tail” in the 
last issue.

• Not into swamp things? Rio Grande 
and other catalog companies sell 
dozens of sterling silver charms and 
components, such as horses, panthers, 
dragonflies, wings, mermaids, initials, 
religious symbols, and scroll-work 
hearts, so there are lots of choices. Use 
these for your project. 

• If you’ve mastered making twig-like 
shapes out of sterling silver, consider 
fabricating twigs and turn them into 
rings, bangles, simple pendants, and 
brooches. Want to make multiples? 
Send your originals to your casting 
company. Have them make molds and 
reproduce your designs.

• Do a riff on the half-drilled pearl I 
wire wrapped onto the bottom of the 
emerald pendant. It makes a great 
stand-alone piece if you epoxy it onto 
a larger wire wrapped eyelet, then 
string the pearl on a delicate chain.

A simple 5-prong setting holds a triangular 
manmade emerald.

Mockup of a sterling silver twig necklace 
with sea glass.

The wire wrapping technique used in the 
emerald necklace project also can work to 
create delicate pearl pendants. Or earrings 
dangling from ear wires.

view. Then sand away all rough edges 
and polish the setting with Tripoli until 
the silver shines. 

FINAL POLISH AND 
SET STONE
Although natural emeralds have a 
hardness of 7½ to 8, they can chip 
or break during setting because of 
their inclusions. Same is true for the 
RusGems emeralds I cut. Hardness is 
the resistance to scratching; brittle-
ness is a diff erent matter.

Photos 16-18 feature a triangular 
rose-cut emerald in a fl at back prong 
setting. The gap was created when the 
stone got hung up on some extra sol-
der on the prongs. (See this fi nished 
project in Easier Ways below.)

16 The fi rst step is to make sure 
the modifi ed rose cut fi ts 

perfectly fl at in the setting. 

17 Use a small bud bur and 
sanding disks to cut away the 

meniscus of solder between the 
back plate and each prong. 

18 Put the stone back in the 
setting and mark where you 

want to trim the prongs. Again, this 
is an example of a triangular setting. 
Each prong should be long enough 
to bend over the second facet. At 
the bench, trim the excess off  with 
a saw, then round each prong with 
Moore’s sanding disks. Toss in a 
shot-fi lled tumbler for an hour to 
help harden surfaces.

19 The 12-gauge prongs are stiff  
after tumbling. So, gently 

anneal them with the small fl ame 
of a #00 torch tip. Then thin them 
some more with a sanding disk.
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See 
More Work

THEIR TURN, PAGE 8

Cast Trout 
and Other 
Elements

“AND THEREBY HANGS A TAIL”
LAPIDARY JOURNAL JEWELRY 

ARTIST JULY/AUGUST 2019
WWW.INTERWEAVE.COM/

JEWELRY

Manmade 
Gems

ROUGHING IT IN THE LAB, 
PAGE 86

21

20

20 Put a strip of painter’s tape 
on the back of the setting 

to protect it from scratches. To 
safeguard the emerald, glue it in 
place using two-part epoxy, clamp 
it, and let dry overnight. The epoxy 
cushions the stone and keeps it 
from moving when you bend the 
prongs with a burnishing tool. This 
could be controversial, but you are 
dealing with a fl at stone against a 
fl at setting. 

If your prongs are still a little too 
stiff , sand them a little more and try 
again. A hammer handpiece is help-
ful to bend the prongs fl ush with the 
stone so they won’t snag clothing. 
Finally, to bring out the details in the 
silver, apply Midas Max Black patina 
all over the piece with a cotton 
swab. After a rinse, polish the stone, 
then the metal with Fabuluster on a 
clean buff .

BEADS AND PEARL

21 Loop 10-inch lengths of 
SoftFlex Very Fine through 

each of the 12 holes in the setting 
and secure with sterling silver 
crimps. Make sure the crimp cover 
seams are facing back. Lay the 
project on bead cloth. String on the 
turquoise beads and fi t. Crimp and 
fi nish with cones and a clasp. 

The last task is to attach a half-
drilled pearl to the center setting. 
Epoxy a 2" piece of 20-gauge sterling 
silver wire into the pearl. Once cured, 
I form a loop with round nose pliers 
and wire wrap it onto the jump ring 
held in the lower frog’s toes (see 
Easier Ways on page 93).

BETSY LEHNDORFF has been free-lancing 
for Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist since 2010. She 
posts Studio Notes every other week at www.inter-
weave.com/category/article/jewelry and sells her 
work in Michigan art galleries. Got questions? Betsy 
can be reached at betsylehndorff @gmail.com.
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www.interweave.com/free-jewelry-making-patterns

Gain access to our  
free online community 

that’s perfect for  
beginners to  

advanced makers.

Get started with a  
free eBook  

download and  
sign up today:

Catch up  
on the latest 
trends and 
techniques  
in jewelry  
making!

LEARN A NEW SKILL OR PERFECT 
YOUR TECHNIQUES WITH

ONLINE WORKSHOPS!

BROWSE ALL ONLINE WORKSHOPS TODAY  
AT INTERWEAVE.COM
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Facets
news & product innovations

CASE Award 
Winners
Jewelers of America (JA), the national trade 
association for businesses serving the fine jewelry 
marketplace, recently announced the winners 
of its 29th annual CASE Awards jewelry design 
competition. The awards recognize JA Retail 
Members who exhibit creativity, artistry, style and 
excellence in jewelry design.

First and second place winners were selected 
out of 54 entries from JA Retail Members in four 
categories: Jewelry to $2,000, $2,001 to $5,000, 
$5,001 to $10,000 and $10,001 & over (retail values). 
More at www.jewelers.org/caseawards
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1st Place, $5,001-$10,000
Thomas Dailing, Lee Ayers Jewelers

Nova Pendant
14K white gold, 18.97ct concave faceted citrine, 

0.85cw round diamonds

1st Place, $10,001 and Over
Ricardo Basta Fine Jewelry

Earrings
18K yellow gold, 35.49ctw trillion cut pink tourmalines. 

3.22ctw round faceted aquamarines, 1.555ctw brilliant cut 
fancy intense yellow diamonds, 0.166ctw round faceted 

pink sapphires, 0.22ctw round faceted aquamarines

1st Place, $2,001-$5,000
Ricardo Basta Fine Jewelry

14K yellow gold ring, 7.05ct heat-treated blue zircon, 
0.12ctw round brilliant cut diamonds

1st Place, Up to $2,000
Chris Jensen, C3 Designs

Earrings
Sterling silver, 14K yellow gold, rough selenite  

crystal, rough black tourmaline crystal, rainbow 
topaz, topaz, London blue topaz, diamonds
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Jewelry Making: 
Past & Present
The Museum for Islamic Art in Jerusalem recently opened 
a new exhibit, “Jewelry Making: Past & Present.” Included 
are jewelry and artifacts from Christianity, Judaism, and Islam, 
the three monotheistic religions prominent in Jerusalem.  
Among them are 45 contemporary works commissioned by 
the museum and inspired by rare historic pieces, which are 
also displayed. The exhibit will also include a collection of 
ecclesiastical metalwork from the Franciscan Order of monks 
and a selection of Jewish vessels and amulets from 
a private collection. The metalwork dates from the 
16th to 19th centuries.

The exhibit runs through 
November 16, 2019.
More at www.islamicart.co.il
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Forehead Ornament
India, 19th Century

Ido Noy
Jerusalem of Gold — 
Crown of Walls, 2019
Inspired by Forehead 

Ornament

The Colmar 
Treasure
For more than 500 years, a small cache of jewelry and coins 
lay hidden within the walls of a house in Colmar, France. 
Secreted there in the 14th century and discovered in 1863, the 
Colmar Treasure — now in the collection of the Musée de Cluny, 
Paris — includes rings, brooches, and decorative buttons, as 
well additional jewelry pieces and more than 300 coins. The 
possessions of a single family, the hoard has been linked to 
Colmar’s once-thriving Jewish community, who were brutally 
scapegoated and put to death when the plague struck the region 
with devastating ferocity in 1348–49. 

The collection is currently on display at the Met Cloisters, a 
division of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, as “The 
Colmar Treasure: A Medieval Jewish Legacy.” The exhibit will run 
January 12, 2020.
More at www.metmuseum .org

Jewish Wedding Ring
ca. 1300-1348
Gold, opaque and translucent enamel
PHOTO: MUSÉE DE CLUNY — MUSÉE NATIONAL 
DU MOYEN ÂGE, © RMN-GRAND PALAIS / ART 
RESOURCE, NY
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Facets

News to 
Share?
Facets accepts news and images 
of new products, innovations, 
industry happenings, and events 
as space permits. Share your news 
for possible print publication or 
online use by sending items to 
karla.rosenbusch@fwmedia.com. 
Please be sure to indicate 
“Facets” on the subject line.

Michael Anthony 
Cheatham
Dragonfly Cross
Sterling silver
PHOTO: MICHAEL ANTHONY CHEATHAM

Coming 
in November/December

@InterweaveJewelry

InterweaveJewelry is your 
resource for free projects, 
videos, trends, and more. 
There’s always something 
new to learn!

Follow 
Us On 
Instagram!

•  Metal clay lei brooch

•  Rhodolite

•  Setting freeform drusy

•  Dragonfly cross

Saul Bell Award 
Winners
In May 2019, Rio Grande announced the winners of the 
19th annual Saul Bell Design Award competition. Entries 
were submitted by designers from around the world, and 
prices were awarded in nine categories, including enamel, 
gold/platinum, silver/Argentium silver, alternative metals/
materials, hollowware/art objects, jewelry collection: fashion/
bridge, jewelry collection: couture/fine, emerging jewelry 
artist 18 years of age and younger, and emerging jewelry 
artist 22 years of age and younger as well as Best of Show. 
The awards presentation and dinner was held in conjunction 
the Santa Fe Symposium® jewelry technology conference. 
More at saulbellaward.com

Best of Show
Debbie Sheezel
Lineal Alchemy Neckpiece

1st Place, Gold/
Platinum
Pierre-Yves Paquette
Moebius No. 1 Ring

1st Place, Enamel
Sandra McEwen
Spirit & Flame Necklace

1st Place, Emerging 
Jewelry Artist 22 Years 
of Age and Younger
Timo Krapf
Open Spiculum Cuff with Black 
Diamond
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There’s a whole world of

Instruction & Inspiration
waiting for you!

3 Reasons to register for Bead  
& Jewelry Online Workshops 
subscription:

1 Only $9.99 per Month!

2 These online workshops  
are available to you anytime, 
anywhere — works perfectly with 
any schedule!

3 Gain unlimited access to  
a variety of beading and  
jewelry-making topics —  

to love. PLUS, new courses  
are added every month!

The Bead & 
Jewelry Online 
Workshops!

Register today at 
Interweave.com
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educationfocus 
 on ...

Boulder Metalsmithing 
Association (BoMA)
4919 Broadway, Unit 15
Boulder, CO 80304
(720) 346-3233
info@bouldermetalsmiths.com
www.bouldermetalsmiths.com
Located in beautiful Boulder, Colorado, BoMA 
off ers workshops taught by world-class instructors 
for all levels from beginners to professionals. We 
also off er a shared, open studio for experienced 
metalsmiths. Visit our website to learn more about 
BoMA and get recommendations for your visit to 
Boulder.

Clear Creek Academy of 
Jewelry and Metal Arts
4340 E. Kentucky Ave. #220
Glendale, CO 80246
(303) 429-1401
Fax: (303) 650-4714
info@clearcreekacademy.com
www.clearcreekacademy.com
Clear Creek Academy off ers classes, intensives and 
workshops in silversmithing, goldsmithing, lapidary, 
forging and forming, casting and wax carving, stone 
setting, PMC,  enameling, jewelry photography and 
more. Quality private or group instruction, fl exible 
scheduling, small class sizes, and excellent facilities 
and equipment. We also have a student gallery to 
show and sell your work. 

William Holland School of 
Lapidary Arts
PO Box 980, 230 Lapidary Ln. 
Young Harris, GA 30582
(706) 379-2126
lapidary@windstream.net
www.lapidaryschool.org
We off er classes in beading, cabochons, silver, gold, 
wire wrappings, glass beadmaking, chain making, 
channel, faceting, gem ID, mineral ID, intarsia, glass 
fusing, opals, silver clay casting, jewelry repair, and 
gem trees, from April–October each year. Check out 
our website.

Studio JSD
219 N. 7th St., Suite 4
Grand Haven, MI 49417
(616) 607-2470
www.studiojsd.com
Students at Studio JSD are encouraged to develop 
their unique style as they learn fundamentals in 
jewelry fabrication. Schedules include multi week 
class sessions, studio intensives, technical classes 
and special workshops with nationally known arists 
including Michael David Sturlin, Julie Sanford and 
Richard Salley. Our guests enjoy a large, fully 
equipped jewelry studio, small class sizes and 
professional instructors, located near the sandy 
shores of beautiful Lake Michigan. Visit the website 
for current program schedules and reserve your 
bench today!

Carpenter Art Enamel 
Foundation
645 Colfax Ave.
Bellevue, KY 41073
(859) 360-6384
Whether you are a novice to enameling or looking 
to hone your skills, you will certainly enjoy working 
in our well-equipped studio, learning from experts 
like Thompson Enamel’s Tom Ellis in techniques and 
materials, and being inspired with over 1100 works 
of enameled art in our museum. We off er weekend 
and week-long workshops, evening classes and 
enameling retreats. Check out our website for 
details and we hope to see you soon!

Quench Jewelry Arts, LLC
681 17th. Ave. NE, Suite #100
Minneapolis, MN 55413
www.quenchjewelryarts.com
We off er a broad range of jewelry classes and 
workshops for all ages and skill levels. Master series 
as well as Metalsmithing 1&2 sessions, stone setting, 
wax carving, lost wax casting, cuttlefi sh casting, 
enameling, project-based classes and more. Creative 
and inviting atmosphere located in the heart of the 
NE Minneapolis Arts District.

Santa Fe Jewelers Supply
Bob Hazeltine, Instructor 
3200 Mercantile Ct.
Santa Fe, NM 87507
(800) 659-3835
Instructor Ph: (505) 400-3274
info@sfjs.net, www.sfjs.net
bob.hazeltine@gmail.com
Novice or advanced, small group or private (classes 
limited to 4). We off er instruction for both the 
beginner and the journeyman. Bob Hazeltine brings 
40+ years of experience and award winning designs 
to the classroom. Comprehensive training available 
in basic and advanced techniques including stone 
setting, wax carving and casting, soldering, and lapi-
dary stone cutting and polishing. Add vibrant color 
to your pieces with Basic or Advanced Enameling 
classes. SFJS now off ers a complete line of enamels 
and enameling tools. Bob can also customize curric-
ulum to your particular needs. Certifi cate programs 
off ered.We look forward to seeing you in class!

Taos School of 
Metalsmithing and 
Lapidary Design
PO Box 3005
Taos, NM 87571
(575) 758-0207
mndesigns@msn.com 
www.taosjewelryschool.com
Taos Jewelry School off ers beginning through 
advanced classes in jewelry and lapidary design 
throughout the year taught by internationally 
recognized designer Marilynn Nicholson, known 
for her unusual techniques in cutting and set-
ting stones, and innovative designs for catches 
and mechanisms. Individual and small classes 
emphasize personal attention in an artistically 
stimulating atmosphere.

The Craft Guild
3410 Midcourt Rd., #115
Dallas, TX 75006
(972) 490-0303
info@craftguildofdallas.org
www.craftguildofdallas.org
Since 1948, The Craft Guild of Dallas has off ered 
beginning to advanced jewelry and metalsmith-
ing courses. Classes in fabrication, stone setting, 
enameling, design, wax carving/casting, beading, 
chain making, metal clay and more are off ered in 
our state-of-the-art studios. Each year, we host 
Master’s Invitational Workshops. 2019 brings Mary 
Lee Hu, Linda Kindler Priest, Anne Havel, Jane 
Redman and Joanna Gollberg. For more informa-
tion check our website for details.

Wear Ever Jewelry Studio 
School
1112 King St., First Floor
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
(703) 299-0921
info@weareverjewelry.com
www.weareverjewelry.com
Learn to make jewelry from award-winning artists 
and exhibiting studio jewelers! Each class/workshop 
is limited to fi ve students, which allows for lots of 
individual instruction. Learn basic metalsmithing 
techniques, wax carving, metal clay, enameling, 
powder coating, granulation, and more. We welcome 
all student levels from beginner to professional. Our 
light-fi lled, well-equipped studio is located in the 
heart of Alexandria, Virginia’s historic district with 
unique restaurants and boutique shopping, just 10 
minutes from Washington, DC

Shake Rag Alley Center for 
the Arts
18 Shake Rag St.
Mineral Point, WI 53565
(608) 987-3292
www.ShakeRagAlley.com
Jewelry workshops are held in a comfortable, well-
equipped studio in historic Mineral Point. Classes are 
small and led by talented regional instructors as well 
as nationally known visiting instructors. Techniques 
include fabrication, wire working, beading, and 
mixed media. 2019 visiting instructors include 
Sarah Thompson, Richard Salley, Nicole Hanna, 
Susan Lenart Kazmer, Robert Lopez, Eva Sherman, 
Mary Karg, and Kieu Pham Gray. See our website 
for details.

YOUR AD HERE!
Contact

Stephanie Griess
(877) 613-4630

or
stephanie.griess@fwmedia.com
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The new, improved
Paragon SC-2 Pro fires
glass and silver clay and
anneals beads
Paragon’s SC-2 Pro also fires

enameling and decals. Sleek
stainless steel door and 9” han-
dle; silent operation. Optional
bead door and glass window
available. Fires rapidly up to
2000°F on 120 volts. Includes top
vent hole and plug. 8” wide, 7 ¾”
deep, 5 ¾” high interior. Precision
electronic controller. Included are 2 printed instruction
manuals totaling 44 pages. Kiln ships by UPS. Made in
USA. Certified by TUV to CSA and UL safety standards.
Call or email for a free catalog.

Paragon Industries, L.P. / 2011 S. Town East
Mesquite, Texas 75149 / 800-876-4328

info@paragonweb.com www.paragonweb.com
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Reimagine how 
you use metal clay!
Join Jackie Truty in her  

Advanced Metal Clay Series! 

Discover how to combine metal clay 

techniques with other media to create 

unique, stunning jewelry designs!

Register today at Interweave.com

Quilling Jewelry Using Art Clay Online Workshop  |  R7546
Resin Jewelry Using Art Clay Online Workshop  |  R7548

Faux Cloisonné Enameled Jewelry Using Art Clay Online Workshop  |  R7547
Metal Clay Mokumé Gané Jewelry Using Art Clay Online Workshop   |  R7549

$29.99

Looking for crystal-clear jewelry making advice?

www.interweave.com/free-jewelry-making-patterns

Get started with a free eBook
download and sign up today:

You’ll love our free community for anyone interested 
in crea  ng handmade jewelry. The perfect place for 

you to  nd inspira  on and advice!
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CLASSIFIEDS
CUSTOM JEWELRY CASTING AND 
MANUFACTURING
45 YEARS’ JEWELRY MANUFACTURING 
EXPERIENCE. We use de-oxidized sterling 
silver alloy, ZERO firescale! Metals used 
include de-ox sterling silver, de-ox 10,14,18k 
gold in yellow white and red, de-oxidized 
yellow bronze, silicon bronze, and white 
bronze. Our special processing includes 
cast and tumble only, mechanical finish, 
or complete hand finish, ensuring a 
quality product. We are experts in mold 
making using silicon and latex rubbers. 
We produce small runs or up to 1,000s of 
pieces. 3-D printing and model making are 
also available. Please contact RUIDOSO 
METAL WORKS through our website 
www.ruidosometalworks.com or our 
toll-free number (888) 552-5299.

FINE GEMS: OPTIMA GEMS
WWW.OPTIMAGEM.COM We have the 
most accurate colored stone grading in 
the industry. We provide consistent fine-
quality calibrated gems with free color 
matching. In addition, we have a huge 
selection of unique cuts, unusual gem 
types, crystals, and bargain CLOSEOUTS. 
Call or email our USA-based customer 
service team today for honest and friendly 
service. (800) 543-5563 
support@optimagem.com.
MOLDAVITE, green 5mm round brilliant - 
$6 ea.
SAPPHIRE, beautiful blue 1.5mm round 
brilliant - $2 ea.
NEW ITEMS, over 500 every month. 
Register to view them all at 
www.optimagem.com.

GEMSTONES
ATTENTION: GOLDSMITHS, JEWELERS, 
BROKERS, INVESTORS, GEM 
COLLECTORS! Buy gemstones direct 
from Thailand and save on Emerald, Ruby, 
Sapphire, Spinel, Opal, and a wide variety 
of precious and semi-precious gems from 
the source. Over 25 years of experience in 
the gem industry.
www.thegemportal.com

Gem & Jewelry Shops
Find the fi nest rock shops, jewelry supplies 
and lapidary materials. Whether you need 
jewelry fi ndings, mineral and fossil specimens, 
rough material, lapidary equipment, gems, 
fi ndings, jewelry, or the perfect gift, you can 
fi nd it here. For information about adding your 
gem and jewelry shop to the next issue, please 
contact Stephanie Griess at Stephanie.Griess@
fwmedia.com.

KANSAS
McMullen Jewelry Natural 
Stone Gallery
4717 E. Douglas Ave. 
Wichita, KS 67218 
(316) 684-1611 
www.mcmullenjewelry.com 
Come and discover the wonders of 
nature. A wonderful collection of loose 
gemstones, cabochons, crystals, and 
mineral specimens. Unique gifts, beads, 
and carvings. Custom jewelry work in 
silver, gold, and platinum. Professional 
repairs done on premise. Graduate 
gemologist on staff. The art and craft of 
metal and stone. Pursuing a finer quality.

MICHIGAN
The Creative Fringe
117 Washington Ave
Grand Haven, MI 49417
(616) 296-0020
www.thecreativefringe.com
We’re a full-service bead and jewelry supply 
shop offering an extensive collection of 
beads & cabochons, findings, sterling 
silver wire, sheet & blanks, gold-filled, base 
metals, beading and metalsmithing tools, 
lampworking supplies, soldering supplies 
and more. Cultivate your creative side 
with classes from beginning to advanced 
in metalworking, enameling, lampwork 
and beading. Private classes, parties, & 
workstations available. Come to the Fringe! 
Your creativity awaits you!

Studio JSD—Jewelry, 
Makerspace, and Gallery
219 N. 7th, Grand Haven, MI 49417
(616) 607-2470
www.Studiojsd.com
West Michigan’s premiere metalsmithing 
studio is also your tool and supply 
headquarters! We carry a full line of 
jewelers tools, including hand tools from 
Eurotool and Grobet, lapidary equipment 
from Diamond Pacific, workbenches, 
rolling mills, flex shafts, and more! You will 
also find silver, brass, and copper wire, 
sheet, blanks, and findings, as well as 
soldering and finishing equipment, books, 
cabs, slabs, gems, and jewelry kits. Visit us 
soon at Studio JSD!!

PENNSYLVANIA
Gilman’s at the Cave
726 Durham St.
Hellertown, PA 18055
(888) 529-1907
www.shop.gilmansatthecave.com
Jewelry making supplies: tools, lapidary 
equipment, metals, findings, beads, 
minerals, gemstones rough and polished. 
Make it a day trip: tour Lost River Caverns, 
walk our nature trail and picnic in our 
grove.
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DONE
Winning a few Niche Awards and 
making it to the fi nalist of the Saul 
Bell Design Award twice.

DOING
I make and sell my jewelry at art 
festivals nationwide.

FIRST PIECE
It was a white orchid (phalaenop-
sis). I have no idea where it is now. 
Probably in one of my boxes.

HEROES
I have many people whose works 
I truly admire. However, if I really 
have to choose, I would say Ford 
and Forlano, and Kathleen Dustin.

Wiwat 
Kamolpornwijit

Doer’s Profile

DESIGN SOURCES
Unique structures either from 
natural or manmade objects.

FAVORITE PART
Creating a new design in my head 
and executing it with my hands.

THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY
None — or I have already forgot-
ten about it. 

ON BENCH NOW
I am working on new pieces that 
have simple shapes but with a 
sophisticated color scheme, which 
is very diff erent from my usually 
simple color and complicated 
shapes. 

SEE MORE AT
www.kamolpornwijit.com

Lotus
Polymer clay, about 24" long Ripples 

Polymer clay, 
about 24" long




